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Making Hay.—In making hay dews and
parting, and the noise created by the sin to adjust her closed widow’s cajj, too plain curious specimen of a voter ; and having
ly showed how fruitless was the attempt cast eyes upon him, could only inquire irain should be avoided as much as pos
gle
gentleman
in
his
passage
up
stairs,
AND MAINE PALLADIUM,
sible, and exposure to sunshine should be
and his subsequent struggles to get his to deceive herself. The boy placed one ci where under heaven the fellow came :
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY MORNING, BY
a voided as much as is consistent with get
from
?
”
They
had
never
seen
him
be

boots off, the evil was not to be borne. hand in ours, grasped ,his mother’s arm
JAMES K. REMICH.
ting
the hay in in good season, and having
fore,
and
were
struck
with
as
much
ast
with
the
other,
drew
her
hastily
‘
towards
’
Office nn the Main-street-opposite the Meeting-House. So our next door neighbor gave the sin
tonishment as if he had fallen suddenly from iit well dried ; but in the expedition requir
him,
and
fervently
kissed
her
cheek.
There
gle gentleman, who was a very good
TERMS OF THE GAZETTE AND PALLADIUM.
the clouds.
• ed in getting hay in due time, and the dry
Two dollars per annum, if paid within the year.— lodger in other respects, notice to quit; was a short pause. He sunk back upon
necessary to preserving a large body
(( Your name, sir?” inquired the in- ness
■
Interest will be charged on all subscriptions which and the single gentleman went away, and his pillow, and looked with, .appalling ear
in
a
good
state, it is difficult to make hay
remain unpaid at the expiration of the year. No
spector.
1
nestness in his mother’s face’.
paper discontinued, except at the option of the pub entertained his friends in other lodgings.
“ Ikey Solomons,” answered the man without sunshine, yet with proper manage
“ William ! William !” said dip terrified
The next applicant for the vacant first
lisher, until all arrearages are paid.
1 ment much may be done to make hay
The publisher does not hold himself responsible for floor was a very different character from parent, li don’t look at me so—speak to me, at his elbow.
when the sun does not shine upon it, and.
any error in an}’ advertisement beyond the amount
“
Let
him
answer
to
his
own
name,
”
in

the troublesome single gentleman who had dear !”
charged for its insertion.
such a course preserves it against injury
terposed
somebody.
1
The
boy
smiled
languidly,
but
an
jnstant
just quitted it. He was a tall, thin young
dews and rains.
Let all the hay be
The vote having been peremptorily chai- from
i
MISCELLANEOUS.
gentleman, with a profusion of brown hair, afterwards his features resolved jnto the
raked and cocked up closely before the
tenged,
ifcwas
inquired
upon
what
grounds.
reddish whiskers, and very slightly devel same cold, solemn gaze.
dews fall, even if it be not more than
OUR NEXT DOOR NEIGHBORS.
“ William, dear William !” saiefthe dis
He"is a non-resident.”
oped mustachios. He wore a braided surone third made; let it remain fint’rt the
# * * * The house adjoining ours
*
1C<
Swear
him
in
!
”
roared
a
dozen.
tracted
mother,
(i
rouse
yourself,
dear
;
tout, with frogs behind, light grey trowi( I object to his being sworn,” in dew is off the next morning and the
on the left hand was uninhabited, and sers, and wash leather gloves, and had1 don’t look at me so, love—pray don’t !
we had, therefore, plenty of leisure to ob- altogether rather a military appearance. Oh my God ! what shall I do r—my dear, terposed one of the board, whose counte ground warm. By putting it up in this
nance exhibited a rare indication of hones manner the moisture is in some measure
serve our next door neighbors on the oth- So unlike the roystering single gentleman ! dear boy ? — he is dying !”
The boy raised himself by a violent ef ty : “I cannot conscientiously administer equalized, so that in drying the stalks and
'<er side.
Such insinuating manners, and such a de
an oath to a man in his situation.
That is large parts of the hay, the fine parts are
The house without the knocker was lightful address !
So seriously disposed, fort, and folded his hands together.
just
my
opinion
;
what
is
yours,
Mr.
Flan- not likely to become very dry, fall off, and
and
in the occupation of a city clerk ;
“ Mother, dear mother ! bury me in the
too !
get wasted, as they will when hay lays in
■there was a neatly written bill in the
When he first came to look at the lodg open fields, any where but in these dread nigan ?”
Let the hay be
Now the person to whom this appeal the sun till well dried.
parlor window, intimating that lodgings ing, he inquired most particularly whether ful streets. I should like to be where you
spread
after
the
ground
is dry and warm
was
made,
told
by
the
twinkle
of
his
eye
for a single
i
gentleman were to be let he was sure to be able to get a seat in can see my grave, mother, but not in these
and then it will dry very quick.
that
he
knew
very
well
.which
way
the
within.
close
crowded
streets
:
they
have
killed
me.
the parish church ; and when he had
Besides these advantages in making up
Nevertheless, he seem
It was a neat, dull little house, on the agreed to take them, he requested to have Kiss me again, mother; put your arm vote would count.
hay
toward night when partially made, it
ed
gravely
to
consider
the
question
for
n
shady side of the way, with new narrow a list of the different local charities, as he around my neck------ ”
then thoughtfully replied, is secured against injury from dews, and in
He fell back—a strange expression stole moment, and
floor cloth in the passage, and new nar intended to subscribe his mite to the most
case of a storm or shower it is also pro
row stair carpets up to the first floor. deserving among them,
Our next door upon his features, not of pain or suffering, i( Why, 1 think I’ve seen drunker persons tected, and in G catching” weather there
take
the
oath.
”
The paper was new, and the paint was neighbor was perfectly happy..
He had but an indescribable fixing of everj line and
i( That may be,” interrupted the other will be a better chance to dry the hay
new, and the furniture was new ; and all got a lodger at last, of just his own way muscle—the boy was dead.
with
some severity. “ Two wrongs never and secure it the next day.
three, paper, paint and furniture, be of thinking—a serious, well disposed man,
Every farmer is aware that wet injures
make right. I ask, is he fit to take it ?”
spoke the limited means of the tenant. who abhorred gaiety, and loved retirement.
FREEDOM OF ÉLECTIONS.
To this the former simply replied, hay, but some do not regard this subject
There was a little red and black carpet He took down the bill with la light heart,
A popular writer for the June Knick
with sufficient importance and will let hay,
in the drawing room, with a border of and pictured in imagination a long series erbocker, draws this picture of an elec ci Well, I should say he was.”
The question having been put to the one half or two thirds made, remain expos
flooring all the way round ; a few stained of quiet Sundays, on which he and his tion scene on Long Island.
Though the
ed to dews, and liable to injury from rain.
chairs, and a pembroke table.
A pink lodger would exchange mutual civilities tale is fanciful, yet many of our citizens board, whether the oath should be adminis
If hay be but one third or even one fourth
tered,
it
was
carried
in
the
affirmative,
and
shell was displayed on each side of the and Sunday papers.
have seen just such doings.
The writer the voter having acquitted himself of the made, the advantage in securing by making
little sideboard, which with the addition
The serious man arrived, and his lug i( names no parties.”
elective function, was carried out into an before the dew falls will more than pay
of a tea tray and caddy, a few more shells gage was to arrive from the country next
On the last day of election, the voters adjacent barn, and tenderly laid upon a the extra expense. ~
on the mantel piece, and three peacock’s morning. He borrowed a clean shirt and were as yet nearly equal, and the result
But though many are so very cau
wisp o.f straw.
feathers, tastefully above them, completed prayer book from our next door neighbor, hong in suspense,
Wild Harry, a noted
tious in protecting hay from rains and dews,
the decorative furniture of the apartment. and retired to rest at an early hour, re
Green Tea, a Remedy for Burns and yet many farmers think that the sun will
champion of the Fink party, drew his
This was the room destined for the recep questing that he might be called punctu friend Bill Cork aside, and told him, in a Scalds.—The Medical and Surgical Jour
tion of the single gentleman during the ally at ten o’clock next morning—not be whisper, that he had overheard one of the nal publishes a communication from Dr. not injure their hay, and even frequently
let it lie in the sun after it is well dried, in
day, and a little back room on the same fore, as he was much fatigued.
enemy describe the exact position of a vo Wheeler, of Unionville, recommending, on order that they may attend to mowing or
floor was assigned as his sleeping apart
He was called, but did not answer; he ter, who was then lying desperately drunk experience of its good effects, Green Tea as
other work.
Though it is difficult, as
ment by night.
was called again, but there was no reply. in a field, on the edge of a certain brook. a cure for burns and scalds. The Dr. says :
we have observed, to get hay in seasoned
The bill had not been long in the win Our next door neighbor became alarmed, li Every one counts,” said he, ic and we’d
“ It is about three years since I first ap in good condition without exposure to the
dow, when a stout, good humored looking! and burst the door open.
The serious best go and nab him at once.”
To this plied this article in these cases, but in this sun, yet it should be exposed no more
gentleman, of about five-and-thirty, ap’ man had left the house mysteriously, car- Bill Cork assented.
So, taking a horse short time I have had repeated opportuni
peared as a candidate for the tenancy.' rying with him the shirt, the prayer and wagon, which was on the ground for ties of testing its virtues. The first case in than is absolutely necessary, as the intense
heat of the sun abstracts a part of the fine
Terms were soon arranged, for the bill book, a tea spoon and the bed clothes.
the express purpose of bringing voters to the which I employed it was that of a child qualities of the hay.
Any one who is
was taken down immediately after bis first
Whether this occurrence, coupled with polls, they drove most furiously to the three years old, whose clothes were literally
visit. In a day or two the single gentle the irregularities of his former lodger, place specified. They found no difficulty burnt off from it. It was cured by this ar among the new hay, when there is a warm
sun, must be sensible that the effluvia from
man came, and shortly afterwards his gave
'
our next door neighbor an aversion to in discovering the situation of the voter. ticle alone, and notwithstanding large por
the hay, its finest qualities, are rapidly pas
real character came out.
I J single gentlemen, we know not ; we only
He was lying beneath a willow, where tions of not only integument, but muscle al sing away.
The refreshing fragrance is
First of all, he displayed a most ex- know
i
that the next bill which made its I a water wheef threw upon him a shower of so, sloughed out, the cavities were soon fill
Jost, and so much is lost from the good
traordinary partiality for sitting up till .appearance in the parlor window inti- spray
,
—his head on a sod, his feet in a ed with healthy grandulation, and the cica properties of the hay. Medicinal herbs are
three or four o’clock in the morning, mated,
,
generally, that there were furnished brook, and snoozing away in a deep trices formed a smooth surface. Since that dried in the shade, because their best prop
drinking whiskey and water, and smoking .apartments to let on the first floor. The trance.
time I have treated other cases, of more or erties are lost when dried in the sun. A
cigars; then he invited friends home, |bill was soon removed. The new lodgers
“ Ikey Solomons !” shouted Bill Cork, less severity, in the same manner, and with powerful sun has an effect upon a plant, af
who used to come at ten o’clock, and be- at
,
first attracted our curiosity, and after- jin a voice of thunder, bending over, and similar success. Treated in this way the ter it is cut, similar to that of distillation,
gin to get happy about the small hours, wards excited our interest.
It though not in so great a degree. The fine
violently shaking him by the shoulders ; healing process is astonishingly rapid.
when they evinced their perfect content
They were a young lad of eighteen but no response^came from Ikey, whose is always necessary to keep the bowels suf
qualities which constitute essential oil and
ment by singing songs with half a dozen ,or nineteen, and his mother, a lady of meditations were de profundis.
~
“ Ikey ficiently open with some cooling laxative, nutriment are partially lost.
verses of two lines each, and a chorus of about fifty, or it might be less.
The Solomons !” roared Wild Harry, giving as cream tart, or sulph. magnes.
Any of
By putting hay in heaps of about 75
ten, which chorus used to be shouted forth mother wore a widow’s weeds, and the him a grievous punch in the ribs.
the green leas may be used. It is to be
or 100 lbs. each when dry, it will sweat
by the whole strength of the company, boy was also clothed in deep mourning.
moistened
with
warm
water
to
render
it
“ Ugh !” was the response, in a tone
in a most enthusiastic and vociferous man They were poor, very poor ; for their on something between a grunt and a growl. soft, and applied in the form of a cataplasm. and dry so that when spread upon the
ner, to the great annoyance of the neigh ly means of support arose from the pit A consultation was now held. It was ev Perhaps it may be more conveniently em w’arm ground it will not require to have
bors, and the special discomfort of anoth tance the boy earned by copying writings ident that he could not help himself, nor ployed forming it into a cataplasm with In the sun to make it, and even when
er single gentleman overhead.
and translating for the booksellers.
They corporate in the least with those who help dian meal. When the burn or scald is in a spread after having been raked up, it will
lay so thick that it will not be half so
Now this was bad enough, occurring had removed from some country place ed him.
He was more overcome than situation that renders this form impractica
as it did three times a week on the av and settled in London ; partly because it they thought he was, and they said if they ble, the injured part may be kept constantly much exposed to the sun as when spread
erage ; nor was this all ; for when the afforded better chances of employment for had “ a known he was so cursed drunk, moistened with a strong infusion. I should all over the ground.
company did go away, instead of walking the boy, and partly, perhaps, with the nat they wouldn’t a come arter him.” As it suppose the extract would be an elegant
The following sensible remarks are
quietly down the street, as any body else’s ural desire to leave a place where they had was, they were sorry to be engaged on a form in which it might be employed.”
from that correct observer, Mr. William
company would have done, they amused been in better circumstances, and where Tom fool’s errand, and vexed that a wil
Clagget, extracted from a communication
themselves by
making alarming and their poverty was known.
They were ling man should be deprived of the elec
The latest Case of Forgetfulness.—The for the Farmer a few years since.
frightful noises, and counterfeiting the proud under their reverses, and above re tive franchise, for the want of a little as greatest piece of forgetfulness we have ever
“ It is evident that by the old practice of
shrieks of females in distress; and one vealing their wants and
privations to sistance. They stood hesitating.
heard of recently occurred on one of the spreading hay from the swath, and suffer
night, a red faced gentleman, in a white strangers.
How bitter those privations
“ Lift him up !” said Wild Harry, sud Western Canals. An emigrating Yankee, ing it to remain thinly spread and exposed
hat, knocked in a most urgent manner were, and how hard the boy worked to re denly. Bill Cork obeyed the summons, with his wife, child and other “ household to a burning sun, the first and second day
at the door of the powdered-headed old move them, no one ever knew but them and taking him by the heels and the head, plunder” was making his way il out West” after being mown, a large portion of its nugentleman, who thought one of his mar selves. Night after night, two, three, they lifted him over the fence, and laid on board a canal boat. On arriving at the tricious properties is lost. It is gratifying
ried daughters must have been taken ill four hours after midnight, could we hear him in the wagon, being resolved that end of the* canal, he moved his bed and to learn that many good farmers are dis
suddenly, had groped down stairs, and the occasional raking up of the scanty they would take him to the polls, and “ do | bedding, tables, chairsi and pans, on continuing that practice, especially in res
after a great deal of unbolting and key fire, or the hollow and half-stifled cough, the best they could with him.” . His hat board some other conveyance. He looked pect to clover hay.
Clover should not
turning, opened the street door, the red which indicated his being still at work ; fell off in the process, and a blue rum over every thing to see that all was right. lay long in the swath, but should be cur
faced man in the white hat said he hoped and day after day could we see more bottle tumbled out of his pocket on the Something was missing. He scratched his ed in the cocks chiefly by the sweating pro
he’d excuse his giving him so much plainly that nature had set that unearthly grass. Not a drop was visible in the bot head, thought the matter over, but still could cess. After the clover has been in cocks
trouble, but he’d feel obliged if he’d favor light in his plaintive face, which is the tom of it, when held up before the sun.
not make out what he had left.
Back to long enough to sweaty as it is called, the
him with a glass of cold water, and the beacon of her worst disease.
li Ah ! the critter !” says Wild Harry, the boat he went and meeting the captain cocks should be opened, but not spread
loan of a shilling for a cab to take him
Actuated, we hope, by a higher feel “ he’s drink’d it clean dry.”
thinly, two or three hours in the day, ac
So saying, on the wharf, he enquired.
home ; on which the old gentleman slam ing than mere curiosity, we contrived to and having smelt and re-corked it, he tossed
“ I say you, capting, haint I left something cording to the weather, and then if not
med the door and went up stairs, and establish first an acquaintance, and then it into the brook. It rose up buoyant, and aboard your boat ?”
sufficiently cured, immediately cocked up
threw the contents of his water pitcher out a close intimacy with the poor strangers. floated down stream.
“ Not that I know of; do you miss any again to be'opened the next hay day.
If
■of the window—very straight, only it Our worst fears were realized—the boy
properly managed, little injury will seldom
The road over which they were to pass thing ?”
went over the wrong man ; and the whole was sinking fast.
u Yes, I du. I miss sum of my things ; but be done by rainy weather. A farmer states
Through a part of the was stony—abounding in deep ruts, to say-street was involved in confusipn.
winter, and the whole of the following nothing of occasional stumps ; and fondly I’m darn’d if I can make out what they are.” in the New England Fanner that he put
A joke’s a joke ; and even practical spring and summer, his labors were un indulging the hope that the jolting would
<{ Have you looked over every thing ?” the grass perfectly green, into cocks of
jests are very capital in their way, if you ceasingly prolonged ; and the mother at “ fetch him to a little,” they laid on lash,—
u livery bag and bundle—overhauled about 200 pounds, and after ten days of
can only get the other party to see the fun tempted to procure needle work, embroide and beguiling the way with various conver my duds twice—know there’s somethin’s a rainy weather, he “ found it to be in a per
of them, but the population of our street ry—any thing for bread.
A few shil sation, drove up in good style before the missin’jest as easy as nothin’ and here the fectly sound condition, except so far as the
were so dull of apprehension as to be lings now and then were all she could inn. The arrival was hailed with an ejac other craft is about a startin’, and I’ve got rain had penetrated,” but that he il saved it
quite lost to a sense of the drollery of this earn.
to go off and leave it. It’s tu darn’d bad, I entirely well.” Cured in cocks, the leaves,
The boy worked steadily on— ulatory yell.
proceeding ; and the consequence was,* dying by minutes, but never once giving
blossoms and stems dry alike.
The mois
“ What’s the matter now r” shouted the snum it is.”
that our next door neighbor was obliged utterance to complaint or murmur.
Well, there’s not a thing on board the ture is continually evaporating even in
crowd.
to tell the single gentleman, that, unless he1
It w’as a beautiful autumn evening
boat to my knowledge except your wife and cloudy or moist weather. After a partial
“ Lift out,” said Wild Harry.
gave up entertaining his friends at home, when we went to pay our customary visit
fermentation has taken place, the evapora
Ci He isn’t fetched to at all,” said Bill child.”
he really must be compelled to part with' to the invalid.
His little remaining Cork.
K Them’s um—they are what I missed,” tion is very rapid upon the opening of
him. The single gentleman received the! strength had been decreasing rapidly for
“ Now the cocks. A somewhat similar mode of
Lay hold !” thundered the former ; and said the Yankee, jumping for joy.
remonstrance with great good humor, and' two or three days preceding, and he was without any delay they seized him by the who’d a thought it ? Here I was goin’ off curing the other kinds of grasses, it is
promised from that time forward to spendi lying on the sofa at the open window, ga- arms, hurried him, unresisting, into the sol and leavin’ the old woman and little Sally believed, will be found beneficial.
Let
tiis evenings at a coffee house—a deter• zing at the setting sun. His mother had emn presence of the inspectors of elections. Ann behind ! I ’spect I should a missed farmers try it. The green appearance of
mination which afforded general and un' been reading the Bible to him, for she
“ Here’s a man that wants to vote !” um afore I got tu my journey’s end, but I’ll the cured hay and its fragrance and the
mixed satisfaction.
be condamed if I could make out what I preference the cattle will give it to that
closed the book as we entered, and ad- said they* in a breath.
The next night passed off very well— vanced to meet us.
The inspectors looked at each other left. ’Twould a been a good joke, would’nt which is made in a hot sun, by drying until
every body was delighted with the change;
“ I was telling William,” she said,li that with mock solemnity.
It is impossible to it, if I’d gone clean out to the far west and it has lost its fragrance and crumbled,
will afford them ample evidence. The hay
but on the next, the noises were renew we must manage to take him into the describe the harmless, diluted twinkle of forgot them entirely.”
So saying, the Yankee “ packed off” with when put into the mow ought to have a
ed with greater spirit than ever.
The country somewhere, so that he may get Ikey Solomon’s blue eyes.
His counte
As a remedy
single gentleman’s friends being unable to quite well.— He is not ill, you know, but he nance was phlegmatically calm, utterly his wife and Sally Ann rejoicing.
There certain degree of moisture.
see him in his own house every alternate is not very strong, and has exerted him devoid of any expression, and his nose was area good many men who would not mind against fermentation or deterioration, it is
night, had come to the determination of self too much lately.”
very, very red. Ever and anon, his head about leaving such trifles as a wife and child always judicious to apply salt, about a
seeing him home every night; and what with
Poor thing ! The tears that streamed fell dejectedly upon his breast.
The by behind, but this forgetful Yankee was too peck to a ton. No one doubts the benefit
of salt so applied to the cattle, and it saves
the discordant greeting of the friends at through her fingers, as she turned aside as if standers had rushed in to scrutinize this honest.—Or leans Picayune,

» ®

the inconvenience of giving them salt in
the winter time.
But by the application
of salt, farmers would gain not only by the
increased value, but the increased weight of
the hay. Indeed I learn that certain per
sons, who intend thpir bay for exportation
put their hay into the barn in quite a green
state, and, with a view to large profits,
prevent the fermentation by a large quan
tity of salt.’7

THE STATE TREASURER.
1[ l< Mr. Van Buren at Home.”—The city of
In our paper of Wednesday, we mention-11 Hudson
Hudson, Columbia Co., Mr. Van Buren’s own
ed the arrival in town of Jeremiah Goodwin, County, have rernsea as a
“ ‘ T- the
have
as a City, that is
Upper Canada is becoming riotous again. Lsq., Treasurer of this State, and intimated through
Cityrefused
authorities
to invite Mr’
—The Coburg U. C. Star, and N. Y. Ex a desire to hear of what he had done at the xz
Van S
Buren" as VreskUnr
press, give the following particulars. The South in behalf of the State. No informa V an Buren as President, to partake of its
hospitalities. It appears that about 20
row took place at Coburg :
“ Resolved, That no more revenuesshouwT^^
tion of his doings has yet been officially com
persons made a rerjuisition upon the Com- lected than are absolutely necessary forth! be c°1The Reformers had a meeting at that
municated to us, and we presume our paper •mon Council to this effect. The Common ical administration of our“ government, JimitJTfnOrnplace, and marched in procession, bearing will not be honored with the first official re
to a few general and specific objects
60 as 11 is
standards inscribed « Durham and Reform.” port of his doings, but we have learned unof Council refused to grant the request of
“ Resolved, That the said ‘ Revenues shnt,u
It seems that after they were collected to ficially that our great financier failed to nego VrS%z20 Cltlzens- Tbeir reasons were that soon as practicable be collected and disbnr.*! 83
Mr. Van Buren was travelling tteough the actual values gold and silver, and not ¡!Sed 111
gether, a band of orange-men and British of
tiate any part of our State loan either in New
NOTES or spurious paper promises of anv VARs
From Buenos Ayres.—In our paper of ficers, assaulted them with shillelahs, &c. York or Boston, and that he has returned country, not as the President of the Unit lion whatever.
oescriped States but as the President of a party
Monday last we gave an extract from the and demanded the surrender of the flags. without any success in obtaining money.
ft
nf
tbese
Revenues
should
be k
The
Board
of
the
Common
Council
quote
only by faithful sworn and chosen officer« Zept
British Packet of May 11, giving an ac This was refused, and an attempt being
It may be known to many of our readers,
and New York government, under high penalties for the it > lhe
count of a revolution in the Government made to force them, one of the bearers that sd®n*after the Treasurer advertised the his Harrisburg letter
discharge of their specific duties, and « . Lnd
of the Province of Corrientes, and the re presented a pistol, and attempted twice to loan of the State, he had offers for a consid speech to prove this. The Report upon this proper
any set of agents irresponsible to both Govern! by
versal of all the proceeditigs of the former Í fire it. He was seized, horribly mangled, erable part of it at a premium of four per evidence says, “ It is therefore plain, be and people.
uvernment
yond the power Van
of argument
to make it
The flags cent.•n;,™
SA----0OÎ« Offer ■he refUSed
’ Preferr!ng I SWk
Bien’s Toor
administration, with an allusion to a battle and carried off* the ground.
rrk:^*'
g
“-ResoZuerf, That when the revenues are th.Ie ,
were
seized,
and
torn
to
pieces,
and
lected
they
should
not
be
long
retained
or
laro-el,
Co'
Ken
’
s
Tour
is
one
which preceded the revolution. No ac
to wait for a
Fvom ?0fIl0“xr—cl,<~
count of the battle was contained in the trampled under foot.
---------” The cumulated 5 but should be promptly applied7 aC’
purposes for which they were collected, and h e
After the first meeting was broken up, would now.appear that he is very anxious to 6 to 4 .
was therefore adopted, return
paper then received.
The New York
into the ordinary channels of trade.”
ence
Journal of Commerce has received by the a new attack was made upon the Reform-4 dispose of the scrip at par, and he has doubt- | from ’ one member asked to be excused
We give to-day four more of the resolutions
voting.—Portland Adv.
his waggon,
same arrival
papers
of an earlier 'date,
name
«invai
papcta
ui
caie, ers. /• One
j was
•
1 pursued*in
|. .........
,¥r,sgUib less ascertained that négociations cannot be
the
I w 10 brei twice on his pursuers. Neither made even at this rate.
’which
’’ ' 1 give
J
’ T- •following
" ” « Y*' « ‘history
‘ . v* .of‘ those
:
..... . It is humiliating
,.llB „„„„„„mg
t0.
B*.‘he Major »nd Cotnmonal- adopted by the Alfred 4th of July convention
to
I cknf
fittili* covo ♦
I~
proceedings. It is probable that'the mag {shot, the Star says, took effect.
a___ facts \in which
■ n
be obliged to mention these
1 * le C>lt^ 0 Hudson, in Common They express the unflinching adherence of the*
One man was seized and rode upon a rail, the honor anil■ credit of our State are so deep .GounfI,l assembled, that we do not feel
nitude of the routed force and of the victo
and others took shelter under heaps of sha ly concerned, but it is an undeniable truth bound by any considerations ofjustice, pru ‘ faithful’ there assembled to the darling p,^
ry are considerably exaggerated.
vings, in cellars, in the woods, and in the
Boston Daily Adv.
that the State has almost sacrificed its honor dence or hospitality, to expend the people’s ject of the administration—the Sub-Treasury
rushes on the lake shore ; and should any
ot n^n.ey>
descend from the dignity of our system. This project, in one shape or anoth.
, A Bloody Battle—'Two Thousand Men
and credit by the movements and doingsi of
We <fficlaI stapcns. for the pnrposeofaidingpo- er, has been repeatedly voted down in Con
Killed.—Buenos Ayres papers to May II, more Durham flags be hoisted, we trust the present inefficient administration.
there
are
British
arms
enough
to
level
them
\lihcal
partizans
in their endeavors to carry
received via Boston, bring us the particu
learn thatjn New York the Treasurer was !
to the ground, and drive the rebels from the
j out their favorite schemes.
J gress ;—the people, through their representa
lars of a bloody battle which took place on field.
unable to get a bid for any part of the State!
tives, at their popular elections, and in their
the 31st of March, at a place called Pago
loan, at any rate.
In March or April last, J
Destructive Hail Storm.—The Rochester primary meetings, have expressed a strong aLargo, between the army of Corrientes (one
heîibtaiiîed a small temporary loan at some
The Cost of Boarding a Week.—The Ex
of the Provinces of the Republic of Rio de
of the Banks in Boston, with the full under Democrat states that more than one thous versiontoits adoption,-but it is, neverthe
la Plata) and the troops of Entre Rios press says that the expenses of President standing that itshould be paid within four or and acres of wheat, which, if they had Iless, continually urged by the partizans of ih8
(another Province) which the Corrie n- Van Buren at the Washington Hotel in six months, but from that time until now, he fully ripened, would have yielded more .
with the utmost pertinacity
'
tians, in connexion with the Oriental Re New It ork for six and a half days, was six has not been able to negotiate any part of than 20,000 bushels, were destroyed by a administration
Miail storm on Sunday the 7th inst.
The it
' is the measure, of all others, which the faith’
public (of which Monte Video is the cap hundred and seventy-six dollars. This bill the permanent loan in that city.
Wayne fulare
1
required to advocate and support'
ital) were attempting to revolutionize. It was paid by the corporation, out of the
It turns out therefore, if we are correctly storm extended east as far as
s
will be recollected that not many months People’s money. Nearly the whole of the informed, that the Treasurer has not negoti county, and after it had passed over, the skepticism
»pon any other article in the deni-’
expense
of
his
visit
to
New
York,
was
since, Gen. Fructuoso Rivera, or Frutos, as
ated any part of the permanent loan of the hail lay upon the ground to the depth of (ocratic creed can be tolerated, but this is a
paid
out
of
the
City
Treasury.
The
Loco
he is familiarly called, raised an insurrec
State, and that all the money he has obtained four inches. The meadow land also sus- t
fundamental point, to reject which is to for.
tion in the Oriental Republic, and succeed Foco Committee, at the last accounts, had has been from the Banks in this State and tamed serious hijm-y.-Portland Adv.
raised
only
two-hundred
and
fifty
dol

feit all claims to full fellowship with the par
ed in ousting Gen. Oribe from the Pres
Boston,
on
the
short
time
of
four
or
six
Tough Story.—The New Orleans Picay ty
idential chair, which Rivera of course im lars, and this came out of the'Office-Hold months.
even President Van Buren, in a recent
mediately ascended, adopting such forms ers. The old men of the country have re
une tells a story of an Alligator hunt, which1 speech in New-York city, called the atten
We
have
heard
some
stories
about
the
of procedure as would best save appear fused to put their hands into their pockets.
management of the Treasurer which makes occurred not far from that city not long tion of his friends to this subject with grew
Portland Adv.
ances. Oribe, with a number of his
us blush for the honor of our State, and suice. Four men, in two days and a half,
friends, escaped to Buenos Ayres, and awhich we would fain believe may not prove killed six hundred and fifty-seven of the mon-{ earnestness,--the hopes of the party, the prosEAing Money !—A Singular Occurrence. true.
1
wakened in that capital so much interest
sterjL The only way to kill them is wtth perity of the country, the stability of our re—
Wiiile
in
the
act
of
signing
a
receipt,
a
in his own behalf and in opposition to Ri
It is said that in making his temporary a rifle ball, the vulnerable spot being the publican institutions, every thing, depended
few
days
since
in
Richmond,
a
person
laid
vera, that the latter determined on revenge,
loans he pledged the scrip of the State as col eye.
upon the success of this measure ! Now
a Iog a ban IfuI of Ashuelot bank bills, lateral security, with permission that it should
and accordingly issued a declaraiion of
war against the United Provinces. In this ($150 worth,) when a steer (there is no ac be sacrificed in the market for the most it
Fracas and Stabbing.— Portland is getting why all these exertions ?—all this zeal?
he was encouraged by the French au counting for taste) seized and swallowed the would command in case his temporary loans wicked. We yesterday chronicled a robbery, How happens it that the discovery has ju8l
thorities of Monte Video, who were in whole at a mouthful. All attempts to force were not paid.
to-day we have something worse to notice. A been made, that our national welfare issoin.
hopes the movement would result in the him to disgorge his ill-gotten wealth, were
It is also said that some of his temporary fracas took place last night, near Mt. Joy, in
downfall of Rosas (Governor of Buenos fruitless. Fortunately ample proof was come- loans are now overdue, and the notes are un which a colored man, named Williams, was timately connected with this measure ? Our
Ayres, and therefore ex-officio conductor of atable, and the Directors did not hesitate to der protest, and that we shall probably be o- severely stabbed by another colored person large public debt had been entirejy extinguish
the foreign operations of the United Prov make good his loss.—N. Hampshire Sen.
bliged to submit to the degradation of seeing of the name of John Vincent. The wound ed, our people had prospered in every branch
inces.) This hope was strengthened when,
tbe scrip of our State sold by auction, at ru is near the centre of the stomach, and Wil of business to which they had turned their
Disasters.—The steamer Antelope, inous prices.
soon after, means were found to gain the
liams, we understand, is not expected to sur attention ; our country had increased in popuco-operation of the Province of Corrientes, freighted with merchandize for tbe Amer
We forbear to comment farther upon this vive—if indeed he is now living. Vincent
was snagged lately at the unpleasant subject, and again- express the has been arrested, and is now in jail, await lation, wealth and respectability beyond the
through the influence of its Governor, Gen. ican Fur Co
Astrada. So here were the Oriental Re mouth of Yellow Stone River, while on a hope that we shall soon hear from the Treas ing his examination, which will probably oc expectations of its most sanguine friends at
public and the Province of Corrientes, voyage up the Missouri. A total loss______ urer some account of his doings.
cur to-day. The disturbance was made at a the period when the constitution was adopt
encouraged by the French authorities at l he steamer Alabama, on her passage from
Negro Dance Hall, which has been for some ed, and to as great an extent as was desirable,
Portland Advertiser, 19th inst.
18th ult
Monte Video, about to make war upon the 1Shreveport to New Orleans,
time rather a nuisance, and which, we hope
before the promulgation of this- new doc
United Provinces.
And for convenience struck a snag and sunk to her deck-boiler in
Departure Extraordinary.—Our distin will now be looked to by the proper author
two
minutes.
No
lives
lost.
sake they directed their first operations
trine,—why then is it, that just at this mo
guished State Treasurer has left Portland ities.— Argus of 20th inst.
against the Province of Entre Rios. The
for Boston, and as chroniclers of the events
ment it is found of such vast importance,
Caution to Masters of Vessels.—Judge Bu of the day, we hold it a duty to announce
rest is sufficiently told in the annexed ex
Peath by Lightning.-A daughter of Mr. and is urged with such untiring zeal ?
tracts :—
chanan decided in the District Court at so important an exit. Jeremiah Goodwin, Wilson, of Bradford, in Penobscot County,
We will endeavor to throw some light upBuenos Ayres, May 4.—The official de New Orleans on the 28th ult., that offi Esq. is, most unquestionably, the greatest was killed by lightning on Thursday the 11th
tails of the battle of Pago Largo, are pub cers of steamboats and of other vessels, on financier of the age,—always excepting the inst.—She arose from her bed about 4 o’clock on these enquiries by a few brief remarks in
lished in the Gazela Mercantil, in a des board of which a slave may be found, Hon. Levi Woodbury, Secretary of the m the morning, and as she passed the fire relation to the details of this jilan and the
patch from General Pascual Echague to H. who was not there with the knowledge .treasury,—who, most unquestionably, is the place, the electric fluid descended the chim manner of its operation.
E. the Governor of Buenos Ayres, dated and consent of his master, were liable to greatest financier who ever lived “ in the ney and terminated her earthly existence—
With the doctrine of the first of the foregohead quarters Curusacuatia, 5th u 11. It states the penalties which the law imposes for fe tide of time.” Our readers can guess for she was about 14 years of age.
that the army of Corrientes, in number loniously or clandestinely taking away what purpose our distinguished Treasurer
mg resolutions we are not disposed to find
more than five thousand men, including slaves, even though such ship or boat had has left us, after reading the remarks made
The Fisheries upon the Penobscot this sea fault. With the principles avowed in the re
The captains of in the Advertiser of last evening. A friend son are said, by the Frankfort Gazette, to
450 infantry and artillery, with three 4 not left her moorings.
mainder we cannot so readily concur.
pounders, occupied advantageous positions. steamboats and vessels are cautioned how has informed us of his succeseful mission in have been quite successful. The same paper
The leading features of the Independent
The right wing of the army of Entre Rios they employ or permit on board persons of this city, and the facts stated afford a stri estimates the valqe of our River Fisheries at
was commanded by General Justo Jose Ur- color, of whose freedom they are not per king comment upon the warfare of the State about one hundred thousand dollars annual Treasury System, according to Senator Ben
quisa, the centre by General Servando Go fectly satisfied.—Philadelphia Gazette.
upon Banking Institutions.
The Maine income.
ton, are “ hard money payments to and from
mez, and the left under the immediate or
Banks, we may say, have saved the State
the
Federal Government, and the keeping of
ders of the Commander in Chief General
Spots on the Sun’s Disk.—It is stated in from actual dishonor, and
the Portland
The steam boat Portland, (the Gazette its own money by its own agents,” or in oth
Pascual Echagne. The Entre Rios cavalry the B ranklin (Ohio) Republican, that there Banks just now have been instrumental
charged that of Corrientes with such im are three clusters of spots now traversing the in preserving what little credit the State says,) carried twenty four hundred passengers er words, a “ specie currency” for the Gov
petuosity that the latter
was speedily leftside of the sun, two of which are par has abroad. Mr. Goodwin, as we are in on an excursion to the lower harbor on the
ernment and its office-holders and paper for
thrown into disorder,’* and cut down in all ticularly large, the utacleus in each spot be formed, has demanded of the Banks in 4th. Several hundred who intended to go
were unable to get on board the boat, owing the People.
We know the administration
directions, whilst the infantry of Entre Ri ing vividly distinct. The whole may be this city, FORTY THOUSAND DOLLARS to
her being crowded almost to suffocation. 8
party deny that such is their aim, but carry
os, consisting of 360 men, with two 2 poun seen with any kind of pocket telescope or for State purposes. It is known, that an
ders, killed or took prisoners all the infan spy glass, the eye being protected with a unjust provision in their charters, compels
their favorite measure and what must be the
Running away with a Collector.—'The Pictry of their opponents, and captured the piece of black glass.—ib.
them to loan the State ten per cent, on
result ? Either we must go back to an en
three pieces of cannon above mentioned.
their capitals. Our friend says—“ I have tou Observer states that Hugh- McMillan
The reserve ol the Entre Rios army took
The town of Quincy, in Illinois, has only been informed, on good authority, that when hght collector at the Gut of Cause, has been tire hard money currency, or we must have
no part in the action; its assistance not be been established some half a dozen years, the Treasurer first went to New York in forcibly carried off by an American vessel one currency for the Government and its of
ing necessary. The Corrientinos left on the and yet has a large and rapidly incre^sino1
"^otiateaStateloa»i he was which he boarded for tbe purpose of exact ficers and another for the People. The for
field of battle 1,960 men killed, including 84 population. It was principally settled by offered $200,000 by one of the Banks there, ing the duties.
mer, it is universally admitted, cannot be
officers, as also Genaro Beron de Astrada, New England men, one of whom, Mr. at a fair rate ; but, as he set out with a de
done, unless, indeed, we are disposed materi
Governor and
Captain General of the T‘
Up a sPlend‘>d hotel, which termination to show the people that he
Hail Storm.—There was a severe hail storm
ally to abridge the business of the country, to
Province of Corrientes and Commander in cost $100,000.
was a better financier than bis predecessor ? -I cand[S-h:
Saturday afternoon. The
Chief of its army. 450 prisoners, 500 mus
cramp its industry and suffer its vast resour
he declined the offer.
Had he accepted hail fell thickly, as big as large beans.
kets, 1500 lances, 360 carbines, a neai^y . An Indian Mound.—The St. Louis Bulle that offer, or had he subsequently manag
ces to lie unimproved. The result, then,
equal number of swords, 6 wagons of am tin of the 25th ult. says : “ A gentleman liv ed with even common prudence, he would
The Freshet has been so great at Bangor must be, that the office holders will have
munition, more than 400 horses, a standard, ing about four miles from the city, a few not have had to call on the Banks of
the baggage, correspondence, &c., fell into months ago, removed a small mound imme this city now for $40,000,-all of which is that a number of logs have escaped over fhe the hard currency, while the people will be
the hands of the victors.
diate y in front of his house, and found in it in fact, taken from our business men at a dam. The Booms are safe.
obliged to content themselves with the pa
The despatch concludes as follows :—
the skeletons of two or three hundred In time when money is very scarce. One
per,—a distinction the injurious effects of
A term of the S. J. Court was held at
“ Our loss in this glorious victory over the dians. The skeletons were all close to thing is certain, and we commend it to the
which, to the laboring classes especially,
It contin
rebel army consists of 5 officers killed, 8 gether, and from their broken bones and oth serious attention of the Anti-Bank Loco Dover Piscataquis Co. recently.
wounded, 50 soldiers killed and 96 wound er attending circumstances, it seems proba rocos Without the aid of the money ob ued 8 hours. The Grand Jury had no busi- would be almost incalculable. Now, the ve
ble that, at some remote period, a battle was tainedfrom our Banks, our State would, Ions ness.
ry administration who are so strenuous for
ed.”
fought there, and that these are the relics of since, have been bankrupt.”—Portland Adv.
the introduction of a specie currency and
From Mexico.—By an arrival at Pensacola, those who fell in the fight. As an honor
News from Texas.— By the arrival in our so inimical to paper issues, had, on the first
we have received dates from Tampico of the to their memories, the survivors threw over
Very Modest. A Loco Foco Convention port of the steam packet Columbia*, we have
16th ult., at which time, that town was per- their bodies this immense heap of earth was lately held at Concord, New Hamp received our correspondence from Galveston of the present month, nearly five and a half
and
it
is
probable
that
nearly
all
of
these
iectly tranquil. A friend of ours has com
millions of dollars, in Treasury notes, out
shire, where the following resolution was to the 28th June inclusive.
municated to us the articles of capitulation of ,mounds have originated in the same way
The advices from Houston state the crops standing, which are not convertible into specie
the town ofTuspan. That place was in the To our knowledge bones of Indians have
Resolved, That our fellow citizen the of cotton and corn had a fine appearance, and at the will of the holder, as Bank notes are,
hands of Urrea, and after some negociation, been found in several.”
Hon. Isaac Hill, retires from office honored promised to be very abundant. A report and have found it absolutely necessary to em
H had been surrendered to the government
and respected by the Democratic party as was m circulation in that city that the In
forces.—A*. O. Louisianian of Isi inst.
.l Pr?^s, .°f lmProvement.—It is stated the fearless and uncompromising champi dians were committing more ravages on the ploy the United States Bank of Pennsyl
that 1,000 brick houses are now in prog on of the rights of the people and an honest frontier, and preparations were making to vania as a fiscal agent. It is preposterous
From Mexico.-We have dates from Ma ress of building, in the city of Cincinnati, and man.
put a stop to them.
This intelligence was for men to talk so loudly against paper mon
.............
(Signed)
tamoras to the 23dlot June. The tide has that five hundred more will be built in
gwen us oy a respectable gentleman, who
ISAAC HILL, President.
t imed there ,n favor of the Federalists, the course of the summer.
Even this
came passenger in the,Columbia, but our pa ey, banks and credit, while they are them
l he Crty of Saltillo had been captured by immense amount of new buildings will
selves unable to conduct their own affairs
The Legislature of New Hampshire clos pers say nothing about it.
the Federalists under General Lamos. This not supply the demand.
The Texians did not appear to pay any at without the aid of each of them. It is an
ed
its
session
on
Saturday
last.
During
the
will give the Federalists confidence in
session several faithful public officers were tention to or be disturbed by the reports of insult to the understandings of the people,
their ability to oppose Successfully the gov
Letters from Natchez and other parts of 1 emoved, by address of the Legislature to an invasion by the Mexicans.
under such circumstances, to press this sub
ernment, which their late misfortunes mi-ht Mississippi to the end of June, complainiofa
N. O. Louisianian.
the Governor, without any allegation of mis
have well led them to despair of.
B
ject upon their attention, and ask for an ex
great want of rain. No rain, it was said, conduct or any specified cause of removal,—
It was reported that General Cairaliso had had fallen for 52 days, and the cotton and
but their politics were not in unison with1
Texas and Mexico.—The New Orleans periment, at best of doubtful and dangerous
been defeated in an attack on Montervy. If corn were suffering from drought.
those of the majority.
American has received intelligence from a tendency, their countenance and support.
this is true it is said that Bustamente will
quarter that can be relied on, of the intenThe revenues, according to the above res
have to leave Tampico.
A letter from
The Sea Serpent is making his regular vis
Three individuals came near losing their tions of Mexico toward Texas. The Mexi- olutions, should « be kept by faithful,
Matamoras, says Bustamente intends to its this season, about the coast of Massachu
lives in Thomaston, a few days ago, in con- can troops are to approach the western
march into Texas next September, with
Capt. Sturgis, of the Revenue cutter
confines of Texas in small detachments si sworn and chosen officers of the Govern
5000 men and 2000 Indians, and that Santa setts.
Hamilton, reports, says the Boston Gazette, sequence of eating bread containing arse- multaneously, and to rendezvous on the Rio ment.” Banks should be dispensed with,
me.
The
bread
had
been
prepared
for
Anna will do all he can to send him
rats.
that he and his officers bad a fair view of the
B/az?S’Q"™H tbe §rand body shall number and our Land Agents and Collectors and
there, as he knows there is but one chance
H’’°ffNahant’ on Wednesday afternoon
about 8000 men. The centre is to be sup- Post-masters should be made Sub-Treasur
in vi ,ndred that he will ever return.
Counterfeit
Bills
on
the
York
Bank,
Saco,
last. His appearance was such as has been
Mexico appears to be in as unsettled a ni?nnt<!eSCnbTd’ He Was d«stant from them are in circulation. One of the denomination ported by a detachment of cavalry, stretched ers, and entrusted with the public revenues.
every'day."
Spai"’ <"ld ®etl‘n°
about twice the length of the vessel, and af- 01 $5, was offered, says the Herald, in Saco, to ,0 r*ght add left, so as to sweep the They are to have the gold and silver, to ba
whole country. The invading force is not
¡ni
S ,n sight a few minutes, sunk on Monday last. It was dated Jan. 7,1838— to be less than 12,000 men. An extermin used as to them seemeth good—in specula
Lillie business was doing at Matamoras: intoraaiain,n
payable to Wm. Smith, signatures well done
the waler and disappeared.
there was a great want of money, all the
—impression bad, there being no check on ating war is to be waged. ‘ No quarters,’ tion, in note shaving or in any other man
roads were interrupted, and traders were
the back. There are also, counterfeit 5s in to man, woman or child, will be the watch ner 1 The question, then, is simply this
Cerogmp^.-This is the name of a new
prevented from arriving from the interior.
ati?n’ Pa?ab,e t0 E- Lord, dated May 1, word. Not a house to be left standing in whether the money is safer in the vaults of
mode of engraving recently invented by Mr.
5s have been issued by the bank the country. Universal pillage is to be al
Portland Adv.
Morse, one of the editors of the New York payableNo.
lowed, to incite the soldiery to action. judiciously selected, solvent Banks, with a
either to Win. Smith, or E. Lord.
The whole command is to devolve upon specie capital for security ;—or in the hands
The people of St. John, N. B. have sub Observer. The secret of the art is known as
Bustamente, and should he be worsted in
senhed one thousand dollars, and forwarded yet, says the Journal of Commerce, “ only to
It
is
said
that
a
clergyman,
who
has
hith

OrR-and °n%.°r tWO confidential
his march by the Texians, Santa Anna is to of individuals, who cannot offer such securi
it for the relief of the sufferers by the late disrifriPnd^

erto
sustained
a
fair
reputation
in
Charles

friends. It is a great discovery, and in due
take the field in person, at the head of 10,- ty, and are without the checks and safe
astrous fire at Eastport.
I time will be so acknowledged.
,town, Mass, has recently been guilty of some 000 men. The campaign is to begin in Sep- guards which can be placed upon and
severe domestic delinquencies.
1I lumber.—Philadelphia Gaz.
around Banks. No man, it seems to us,
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could give, as the result of sober reflec
tion, the opinion that the former was not
infinitely the safest and best. —Both are
“ agents,” and how is it possible that Banks
can be less responsible to “ both Govern
ment and people” than individuals ?
The
President selects the agents in both cases—
and in both cases the agents are responsible
to both “ Government and people,” through
him.
The stock of Banks is held, (with
very few exceptions,) by men of all par
ties, for themselves, or as agents for females
or charitable institutions, or as guardians for
minors. It is plain, therefore, that these
must be better agents than individuals,
whose political sentiments accord precisely
with those of the President. In the latter
case, the individual feels that he is depend
ent upon the President for his office—he be
comes a mere tool—the very instrument of
the Executive, and the Executive holds en
tire control over the whole revenues of the
nation!
Are the people prepared to try
this experiment ?—to entrust any man with
so much power ?—to jeopardise our very
liberties ?
The Sub-Treasury system has been
partially in operation for the last twelye
months, and within that period, between
eighty and one hundred defaulters have been
detected,—from Swartwout who ran oft’
with a million and a quarter of the peo
ple’s money, down to the village postmas
ter who absconded with some five or six
hundred. The whole amount of the pub
lic money thus lost is estimated at upwards
of twelve millions of dollars. So much for
the practical operation of this system !
The people will not easily be persuad
ed to aid in fastening the pet measure of
the administration upon the whole country.
They will see that its direct tendency is to
increase the power of the President,—to
corrupt the officers of the Government,
while it enlarges their powers and emolu
ments,—to cause an unjust and ruinous dis
tinction between the currency of the gov
ernment and that of the people, and that it
must be disastrous in its effects upon our
prosperity. “ Be careful !” is an admonition
that man needs from infancy to the grave,
and more especially does he need it, when
he is called to decide upon a question of
such momentous consequence as that in
volved
in the Independent
Treasury
Scheme. If he be governed by self interest
alone—(unless he be an office-holder,)—he
will surely oppose it,—if he regards the
interests of the whole people paramount to
those of a party, he must oppose it; if he
be governed by a patriotic desire to pro
mote his country’s good, he will oppose it.
We say to candid and honest men of all
parties, “ Be careful”—beware how you
countenance in any manner a project full
of danger—which promises only to aggrandize the few at the expense of the many.

O^/^The Democrat publishes the cor
respondence between certain citizens of
Buffalo, N. Y. and Gov. Fairfield, on the
occasion of the presentation, by the former
to the latter, of a pair of Blankets, manu
factured in Buffalo by American artists, of
wool the growth of the county of Erie.
They were presented as a token of approba
tion of the course of Gov. F. during the late
occurrences upon our North Eastern Front
ier. These letters, together with the com
ments of the administration presses, form
a very tolerable electioneering article, but it
will require something more potent to
convince the people of Maine that Gov.
F’s course in relation to the Boundary
troubles has been just the thing to merit
their approval. A little less fury at the
outset—a little more economy and fore
thought in the prosecution of his measures,
and a little more firmness in maintaining
dur rights, would have been far more cred
itable to him and greatly to the advantage
of the State. We are willing to give the
Governor credit for all that was well done
and well managed.—but taking the whole
affair together—the pomp and parade,
the magniloquence, the couriers extraordi
nary, the war messages and documents,
the sudden cooling down, the withdrawal of
the forces, and the present position of the
question,—and it must be confessed that
it borders somewhat on the ridiculous.
It affords in our view no evidence what
ever of wisdom or firmness on the part of
the Chief Magistrate or his advisers.
What
tiave we gained in reputation or in a pecuni
ary point of view ? Has the settlement of
the question been hastened ?
What good,
in any shape, has resulted from the pro
ceedings of our State administration last
winter ? Echo answers—“ what good ?”
Casualty.—The ship Groton, of Boston,
which arrived at New York 7th mst. with a
cargo of molasses, tobacco, salt, &c. most of
which had been discharged, took fire at
Brooklyn, Long Island, 23d inst. about 1
o’clock A. M. and was destroyed. The
captain, his wife and child were asleep in
the cabin, and three of the crew in the
forecastle. They escaped with difficulty,
«aving nothing except the clothes they had
on.
The fire is supposed to have taken
from spontaneous combustion.
The ship
was insured in Boston for $17,000, about
her value.

(E?3A hail-storrn of considerable severity
was experienced at Sanford on the after
noon of the 13th inst. Several fields of
corn were much damaged, and some hun
dred or more panes of glass broken.
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The Great Western.—By the Great WesMr. Editor— Among the various subjects pw...,
tern, ..vaixvM
which u.i.vvu
arrived at i,cw
New York
on MonlurKomwonwhich have heretofore engaged the attention, | day, in sixteen days from Bristol,
Bristol we have
and which are now exciting intense interest in 1 received our files of London papers to the
the community at large, there is none of afternoon of July 5, which is twentv-two
more vital importance than the perpetuity, J days later than our last previous advices
irnnrnvAmnnt nnrl
-»_____
i- i
1
..
.
improvement
and hiahop
higher elevation of our I The British rQqeen
did not sail on the 1st,
public schools. It has often been said, that but had been on an excursion to Liverpool
no country has so great interest in the edu and back-, and was to sail for New York on
cation of its citizens as this. Not only pri the 10th. The Great Western brings the
vate welfare and happiness, and the advance first news of her passage out, which was
ment of the arts and sciences, but the institu performed in thirteen days.
tions of public justice, the privileges of civil
It appears from intelligence from Con
and religious liberty, and even our very exis stantinople, that war was declared in form
tence as a free republic, depend on the vir against the Pacha of Egypt and Syria on
tue and intelligence of succeeding genera the 12th, and that hostilities had previously
tions,—and this virtue and intelligence are, in J commenced on the eastern frontier of Syria,
many respects, inseparably connected with by Hafiz Pacha, who it is stated is ap
our system of public schools. Hence every pointed to be the successor of Mehemet
intelligent citizen, who feels any interest for Ali.
the present or future welfare of our com
The state of the British manufacturesap
mon country, must feel deeply anxious, not pears to be dull, and the cotton market had
only for the perpetuity of our public schools, suffered a considerable decline. The de
but also that they may be advanced to a high cline of prices is stated to have been, from
er degree of moral excellence and intellectual June 14, our latest previous information,
culture. While a deep interest is excited, to the 21st, 1-4 to 3-8d ; from the 21st to the
in relation to this subject, in some parts of 28th, l-4d ; and from the 28th to the 3d,
our country, particularly in Massachusetts and l-4d.—Boston Daily Jldv.
N. York, it seems that too much indifference
of England.-— The Bank of England
pervades the public mind, in this section of hasBank
increased her rate of interest to& five
the country, in respect to this subject, which
A letter from Eng
certainly is second to none that can elicit hu and a half per cent.
man attention, save the progress of pure land says that we have been for some
Christianity. The object of these preliminary days in a state of great excitement with
remarks, is to call the attention of the teach the belief that it would go even another step
ers of our public schools, superintending farther, and make it sir. The 4th passed
school committees, as well as all others who off without any notice from the Bank, and
feel an interest in popular education, to the it may now stand at the present rate for
expediency of meeting in convention, as soon some time. This may be considered bad
as may be, in order to form an association for news for the United States. We have hith
mutual improvement, and also to devise erto received British funds to almost any
means for the advancement and higher ele amount, for an interest one and a half per
cent, lower than that now required by
vation of our common schools. We have no the Bank.
,
J
doubt but such an association would have a
Daniel
Webster.
—
The
London
papers
give
salutary influence in relation to this subject—
would give a new impetus to teachers to im proof of the fact that the Senator is not
prove in the science of teaching, and awaken lost sight of in London. He has been the
a deeper interest in the community at large, favored guest of manv distinguished per
in respect to this momentous subject. Prior sons, among whom was her Majesty the
to the proposed convention, which ought to Queen. One paper says—“ Mr. Webster
convene early in October, it will be expedi has received every attention* in London
ent that a committee of arrangements be from the Literati, Nobility, and Gentry.
formed, who shall fix on the time, procure His society has been courted by the most
Lecturers on the various branches taught in distinguished persons, and he is a frequent
our common schools, and select some in guest at the Queen’s table.”
The Charlists.—The Police and the Char
teresting subjects
for discussion
be
fore the convention.
If the forego tists at Birmingham have had a fight, in
ing suggestions should meet the vievvs”of which a charge of troops defeated the Char
school Teachers, superintending school Com tists. The riot was so extensive that a num
mittees, or other individuals interested in this ber of the London police had gone down to
The meet
subject, they are requested to communicate arrest the leaders of the gang.
their views in relation to it, as early as prac ing assembled at 8 o’clock, and in a few
ticable, to the Editor of the Kennebunk minutes after the police made their appear
Gazette.
ance, and made an effort to arrest the
They were overpowered and
N. B. Editors of newspapers in the county leaders.
of York are requested to insert the foregoing driven from the field, after receiving some
The fourth regiment of
in their columns.
° severe wounds.
dragoons were called out, to which was
added some infantry, and the rioters were
The Sea Serpent is on our coast to a in turn driven from the ground.
On the
certainty. He was seen off our harbor and in 14th June the great Chartist Petition, to
Wells Bay, we are informed, on Monday which we referred some weeks since, was
afternoon last by the crews of at least a presented in tfie House of Commons, by
Mr. Atwood. The correspondent of the N.
dozen fishing boats. We have heard the York Commercial says that it was literally
observations of several who saw him and rolled into the House, being a cylinder oi
all agree in the most essential points.
He is parchment, about the diameter of a coach
represented as apparently over 200 feet in wheel. Mr. Atwood was allowed to make
a speech in favor of the petition.
length—one of the men described him as
Portland Adv.
resembling a “ long row of hogsheads or
(t/^The Van Buren County Committee
barrels tied together, with perhaps a foot or
eighteen inches space between each.” Such have called a Convention, at Alfred, on
are the reports. We can only say that we the 20th of next month, to be composed of
are acquainted with some of the individuals two delegates from each town in the coun
who relate the story, and we know them to ty, for the purpose of nominating a candi
be credible men, not over-credulous or lack date for Treasurer, in place of Mr. Water
ing in courage. Of one thing all good people house, deceased.—We understand there are
may rest assured, whether sea-serpentites or about a dozen candidates for the nomina
anti-seaserpentiles, that a big fish and an tion—a goodly portion of whom are cler
oddjish appeared in our waters at the time gymen of various denominations.
ml

aforesaid, and exhibited himself to divers
(t/^The Portland Advertiser publishes a
people, at divers times and in divers places. list of the stockholders of the Cumberland
Bank, Portland. It seems that eight hundred
fCF^Gov. Fairfield was invited to partic and thirty-three shares in this Bank are
ipate with the Van Buren men in Holliston, held by office holders or prominent men in
Mass, in a party celebration of the 4th of Ju the Van Buren party. We shall publish the
ly. He declined attending and his letter to list by and by.
the committee of arrangements* is published
Caterpillars.— An agricultural. writer
in the Van Buren papers
the following is says that Caterpillars may be extermina
an extract from it
ted from a tree by the "following simple
“ bore into the tree about 6
“ It would afford me much gratification remedy
to meet the sterling democracy of your dis inches, put in a little sulphur, then drive in a
trict, whose long and arduous struggle in the piece of wood very strongly to prevent the
good cause, I cannot doubt is yet to be crown sap and sulphur oozing out. Not a single
ed with complete and glorious success. Soon caterpillar will be seen on the tree after 48
may the noble banner of democracy be seen hours.” The experiment has been success
waving in triumph over the prostrate form fully tried on several varieties of fruit and
forest trees.
of federalism, and all kindred errors.”
It strikes us that the quotation given
TO PARENTS I
above, from the Governor of a State, is
exceedingly out-of-place—it is low, con
the following
temptible. Our Chief Magistrate seems to DR. WM. EWANS’ CELEBRATED S00THhave no higher ambition than to figure as ING SYRUP, FOR CDILDREN TEETHING.
THIS infallible remedy has preserved hun
the Governor of a parly,—no sense of du
dreds of children, when thought past re
ty which leads him to regard himself as the covery, from convulsions As soon as the Sy
rup
is
rubbed
on the gums, the child will recov
guardian of the interests of the whole peo
er. This preparation is so innocent, so effica
ple. Ten years ago such a communica cious, and so pleasant that no child will refuse to
tion from such a source would have excit let its gums be rubbed with it. When infants
are at the age of four months, though there is
ed universal surprise and contempt. But no appearance of teeth, one bottle of the Syrup
we have fallen on evil times, politically, to should be used on the gums, to open the pores.
Parents should never be without the Syrup in
say the least.

The following resolution was offered by
Mr. C. Palmer, at the Van Buren County
Convention, for Waldo, held at Belfast on
the 4th inst., and was adopted.
Waldo
resolves would never answer for old York,
that’s certain. If a member of the Alfred 4th
of July Convention had introduced a similar
resolution, we are inclined to think he
would have been considered a little per
sonal, an enemy to “ democratic usages”
as there interpreted, and “ put over on the
federal side” :—
Resolved, That all offices were created
with a sole view to the convenience of the
People ; and that no man can with the con
sent of the Democracy of Waldo hold an
office wherein he sacrifices that convenience
to his own private interest—or by per
forming the duties by proxy secures to him
self a sinecure.
The Democrat publishes most of the Re
solves adopted by the Waldo Conven
tion, but is careful to omit the above.
Conversation.—Conversation should be
pleasant without scurrility, witty without af
fectation, free without indecency, learned
without conceitedness, novel without false
hood.—Shakespeare.

the nursery where there are young children : for
if a child wakes in the night with pain in the
gums, the Syrup immediately gives ease by op
ening the pores and healjng the gums—thereby
preventing Convulsions, Fevers, &c.
Er’A severe case of Teething with Summer
Complaint, cured by the infallible American
Soothing Syrup of Dr. Wm. Evans. Mrs. M’Pherson, residing at No. 8 Madison street,
N. Y., called a few days since at the medical of
fice of Dr. Evans, and purchased a bottle of the
Syrup for her child, who was suffering excrucia
ting pain during the process of dentition, being
momentarily threatened with convulsions, its
bowels were exceeding loose, and no food could
be retained on the stomach. Almost immediate
ly on its application, the alarming symptoms ceas
ed, and by continuing the use of the syrup on
the gums, the bowels in a short time became
natural. As a tribute of gratitude for the bene
fit afforded the child, the mother freely sanction
ed publicity to the above. Pray be particular in
applying for Dr. WM. EVANS’ SOOTHING
SYRUP, as there are several counterfeits ad
vertised. Principal Office, 100 Chatham Street.

HYMENEAL.

Eoan of the State of Maine.

A NY citizen of Maine, its Banks or oth-

MARRIED—In Boston, on Tuesday morning
er corporations, that will furnish a
last, Edward Keating, Esq. of Alton, II. to Miss i part of the State Loan, authorized by the
Hannah M., daughter of Mr. George Moody Resolve «fthe 12th of March, 1839, in sums
of Boston.
not less than $1000 each, and will deposite

OBITUARY.

DIED In this town, on Saturday evening
last, Joseph Moody, Esq., aged 76 years.
Mr.
M. died very suddenly. He had visited the PostOffice, (about half a mile from his residence,)
after tea, and while returning was taken so se
verely ill as to cause him to fall down in the
street. A neighbor took him home in a carriage,
and he so far recovered as to encourage his
friends to believe the attack would not be pro
ductive of any serious consequences. After be
ing seated in the bouse a few moments, howev
er, he died in his chair without a struggle.
¿Mr. Moody was a native of York, in this coun
ty. He removed to this town in 1780, since
which period he has continued to reside here.
The estimation in which he was held by his fel
low citizens may be inferred from the facts, that
he represented this town several years in the
Legislature of Massachusetts, and, also, (after
the Division,) in that of this State. He held the
office of President of the Kennebunk Bank from
its organization to its close, and was repeatedly
elected by his townsmen to the most important
offices in their gift. The various public trusts
confided to him were always discharged with
the utmost fidelity and in a manner satisfactory
to his constituents.
The decease of Mr. Moody is deeply mourned
by his friends and acquaintances. A good man
has been taken from our society and borne to
bis long home,—a consistent Christian, a kind
neighbor, a public spirited
citizen,—one
who fulfilled all the great duties of life with ex
emplary uprightness. To us remains the memo
ry of his worth and his virtues. It is a wise
ordinance of Divine Providence, that the emi
nently good and the mournfully vicious should
live and die in all communities,—the one to en
courage—the other to warn. The end of the
righteous man—how peaceful it is !—of such
how pleasant are the recollections ! In con
templating his character, we feel the beauty and
force of the language of inspiration : “ Let me die
the death of the righteous, and let my last end be
like his.”
In Kennebunk-port, Mr. Samuel Robinson,
aged 66 years.
In Limerick, 13th inst. Dr. Charles Holman
oi Portsmouth, N. H. aged 57 years.
In Saco, Mrs. Sarah L. Hodgdon, arred 19
years, daughter of Mr. Satjnuel Hodgdon.
In Saco, 17th inst. Capt, Thomas Cutts, aged
76 years.
In Portsmouth, Mr. Daniel Smith, 2d. aged
40 years.

SHIP NEWS.
KENNEBUNK, JULY 27, 1839.
ARRIVED.

July 25— Schg. Nile, Walker, Boston ;
Grape, Ward. do. ;
Moro, Emery, do. ;
Alert, Crediford, do. ;
(
Superior, Emery, do. ;
Sloop Eagle, Oaks, do.

the sums, to the credit of the Treasurer
of the State, with interest on the sums from
first day of May to the days of such depos
ites, in any of the Banks hereafter named,
andforthwilh send to the Treasurer’s Office
at Augusta, the cashier’s certificate of the
day and amount of such deposite, shall re
ceive therefor, (on the return of the Treasu
rer,) a certificate of * six per cent. State
stock, bearing date May 1, 1839, reimbur
sable (at the Treasury,) in four, six, or eight
years, at the election of the depositor, with
annual interest warrants attached, payable at
the Treasury on the first day of May, an
nually.
Those availing themselves of this offer,
will make the deposites, as aforesaid, before
the 20th day of August next, and forward to
the office evidence of such deposite within
two days after making it ; and at the same
time direct to whom and at what place the
Certificate of Stock shall be sent by the
Treasurer, on his return.
The deposites in question may be made in
any of the following named Banks : Suffolk,
Globe and Merchants Banks at Boston ; South
Berwick Bank at South Berwick ; York and
Manufacturers’ Banks at Saco ; Canal, Casco,
Cumberland, Maine, Merchants’, City, and
Manufacturers and Traders’ Banks at Port
land ; Brunswick and Union Banks at Bruns
wick ; Androscoggin Bank at Topsham ; Lin
coln, Commercial and Sagadahock Banks at
Bath ; Mariners’ Bank at Wiscasset; Lime
Rock and Thomaston Banks at Thomaston;
Megunticook Bank at Camden ; Belfast Bank
at Belfast ; Bangor, Eastern, Kenduskeag and
Globe Banks at Bangor; Frontier Bank at
Eastport ; Ticonic Bank at Waterville ; Skow
hegan Bank at Bloomfield ; Gardiner and
Franklin Banks at Gardiner; Northern and
Central Banks at Hallowell ; and Augusta,
Citizens’, Freeman’s and Granite Banks at
Augusta.
Any of the said banks making or receiving
such deposits, and having any claim upon the
Treasury, will consider the same as payment,
or in part of each claim, unless specially di
rected otherwise, hereafter.
JEREMIAH GOODWIN,
Treasurer of Maine.
Maine Treasury Office, Augusta, June 27.
The Portland Advertiser, Maine Democrat,
Kennebunk Gazette, Skowhegan Sentinel,
Bangor Whig, Bangor Democrat, Eastport
Sentinel, Lincoln Telegraph at Bath, will
publish the foregoing in their respective pa
pers four successive weeks and charge to the
State.

Carriage JUanufadory.

(

MEMORANDA.

Saco, July 15—Ar. schs. Cinderilia, Crow
ell, Philadelphia; Isabella, Stevenson, Bos
ton ; 20th, schs. Echo, Jordan, do.; Phaeton,
Moore, do. ; sloops Packet, Weare, Salem ;
Comet, Norton, do.—Sid. July 17, schs. Eliza
beth, Leavitt, Boston ; Charles, Tarbox, do. ;
Polly Ewer, Dennis ; Cinderilia, Crowell,’ Den
nis ; sloops Joseph, Benson, Gloucester ; Wil
liam, Manning, Ipswich ; 19th, schs. Friendship,
Clark, Boston ; Lucy & Margaret, Morrill, New
York.
Ar. at Boston, 20th, ship Propontis, Nason,
St. Ubes, 13th ult. with 865 moys salt; sch.
Jane-Bourne, Perkins, Fredericksburg.
Ar. at New Orleans, 11th, ship Rija, Smith,
Liverpool May 15.
Ar. at Liverpool, 22d ult ship Pactolus, Hard
ing, Mobile ; 23d, ship Marcia-Cleaves, Mur
phy, New Orleans.
Ent. for loading, at Liverpool, 28th ult. Lau
rens, Merrill, Philadelphia; Pactolus, Harding
do. Adv. 4th inst. Zotoff, New Orleans, and
Laurens, Philadelphia, with despatch.
Ar at Cowes, 28th ult. ship Diantha, Wil
liams, Matanzas.
from the Clyde, 21st, brig Horace,
White, New Yorki
Ar. at Hamburgh, 30th, Bohemia, Nason,
Matanzas.
At Bordeaux, 28th, Vernon, Perkins, New
Orleans, 10th July.
Ar. in the Texel, 28th, York, Larrabee, Ha
vana.
At Liverpool, 3d, loading, brio* Swiss Bov,
Blaisdell, for New York.
°

WEW GOODS.
H. GOULD has just received an addi• tional supply of Goods, consisting of
1200 yards English and American prints ;
1400 yards Brown Sheetings and Shirtings ;
Black and Invisible Green Broadcloth ;
Cassimeres ; Ticking; Brown Drilling ;
English Gingham ; White and
Scarlet
Twill’d Flannel ; Plain, Red and Yellow
do. ; Bear Duck ; Rouen Cassimere ; Bleach
ed Linen; Silk; Twist; Buttons; White
and Mixed Knitting Cotton ; Slate and
Blk. Worsted ; Taylor’s and Chap’s Spool
Thread ; Factory Warp ; Flag Silk, Pongee
and Linen Cambric Handkerchiefs ; Braces ;
Umbrellas; Silk, Kid, Linen and Cotton
Gloves; Black and White Pic Nic do.;
Plaid Cravats ; Black Silk do.; Brocade
Shawls; Victoria Robes ; Table Covers ;
Tabby Velvet ; Spotted and Plain Lace;
Edgings; Book Muslin; Brown Linen for
Jackets ; Paper Hangings ; School Books
and Stationery ; Corn Brooms ; Painted
Pails ; French Kid Slippers ; Common do. ;
Misses do. ; Boys’ and Children’s do. ; a gen
eral assortment of Groceries; Scythes;
Scythe Sneaths ; Rifles ; Hay Forks ; Rakes ;
Cast Steel and Iron Shovels ; Window
Glass, 7 by 9—8 by 10—10 by 12 and 10 by
by 14 ; Cut and Wrought Nails ; Blind
Hinges and Fastenings ; Cast Steel Hoes ;
Knives and Forks ; Latches ; Chest and
Trunk Locks ; Paint Brushes ; Spectacles ;
German Silver Spoons ; Refined Whale Oil,
&c. &c. &c.
Kennebunk-port, July 20, 1839.

S

Sheriff’s Sale?

” on Execution aYork, ss....TAKEN
-Mgams
____ Cocks,
___
gainst^ Thomas
George W. Bates and Francis Marshall,’ all
„.I
of New York, Stone-cutters, in favor of
Barnabas Palmer, of Kennebunk, Esq.,
twenty-eight shares of the capital stock of
the York County Granite Company,—(a
Corporation established by law)—the prop
erty of said Cocks, Bates and Marshall.
raid
Said shares, or as many of them as shall
be sufficient to satisfy said Execution and
AGENTS.
charges of sale, will be sold at public venD. Remich, Kennebunk, Me.
due at my office, to wit, at my store in
<S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
Kennebunk, in said county, on Saturday, the
James Crocket, Norway ;
twenty-fourth day of August next, 1839, at
Thomas Chase, N. Yarmouth ;
2 o’clock afternoon.
J. Griffin, Brunswick ; and
Henry Cushman, Corner of Plumb and Mid
Conditions of payment liberal.
dle Streets, Portland, Me.
A. WARREN, D. Sheriff.
June 8,1839.
Kennebunk, July 16th. 1839.

C. W. KIMBALE
OULD inform the inhabitants of Ken
nebunk and vicinity, that he has ta
ken the building in Kennebunk adjoining
Alexander Warren’s, Apothecary, formerly
occupied as a Bake-House, and has fitted it
up in good order for the above named busi
ness. CARRYALLS and LIGHT WAG
GONS, of any style, built to order and war
ranted.
—also—

W

Chaise Mepairing’ & Painting,
done at short notice and on the most reasona
ble terms.
—also—
SLEIGHS, from the Trig Buggy down to
the old fasiiioned Family Sleigh, constantly
on hand, and will be sold as cheap as can be
purchased in this State. Various kinds of
^LUMBER taken in part payment.
March 28, 1838.

FOR BOSTON.
FflHE new schooner Eliza-*
beth, Lewis L. Worm/A
W00D niasier>
during
the ensuing season as a regular
Packet between this port and Boston. The
Elizabeth has elegant accommodations for
Passengers. Freight will be received on ac
commodating terms and carefully attended to.
For freight or passage apply to Ezekiel
Wormwood, at his store in Kennebunk, or
to the Master on board, at Capt. Daniel
Curtis’s wharf.
Kennebunk, April 15, 1839.
tf

NOTICE.
HE subscribers having contracted with
the town of Kennebunk-port to sup
port the poor of said town for one year from
the 13th of April, 1839, hereby give notice
that they have made suitable provision for
their support, and are ready to fulfil their
contract in every particular.—AU persons are
therefore forbid harboring or trusting any of
said Paupers on our account, or on account of
the town of Kennebunk-port, as we will not
pay any bills of their contracting, of any name
or nature whatever.— We deem it proper to
give notice that we have contracted with
Dr. Mitchell to render all necessary medical
services to the poor for the vear above nam
ed.
JOHN HUTCHINS,3d.
FRANCIS BOSTON.
Kennebunk-port, May 16,1839.

T

NOTICE.

HE subscriber having contracted with
the town of Kennebunk, to support
the poor of said town for one year, hereby
gives notice, that he has made suitable pro
vision for them, and hereby forbids all per
sons harboring or trusting any of the Paupers
of said town on his account or on account of
the town, as he will pay no bill for their
support.
ALEX. G. FLRNALD.
Kennebunk, May 1, 1839.
ly

T

ISlaclismith’s
HE subscriber respectfully informs the

of Kennebunk and vicini
Tty,inhabitants
that he has taken the shop formerly oc

cupied by Mr. Furbish, where he intends
carrying on the
BLACKSMITH’S BUSINESS
in all its various branches, and solicits a
share of public patronage.
He will attend to the manufacturing of
Edge Tools, Shoeing Horses, Oxen, or in
fact any thing pertaining to his profession.
GEORGE W. TAYLOR.
Kennebunk, June 29, 1839.
ARTRIDGE’S LEATHER PRESER
VATIVE, for Chaise tops, Harnesses«
&c.
For sale by
D. REl^JCll.

P

IMPORTANT! .

ARD.-TO THE
PUBLIC.-The BRANDRETH’S pills,
amount of bodily and mental misery
PROBATE NOTICES
VEGETABLE and Universal Medicine
N LOW SPIRITS.—Low spirits ts a
! arising from a neglect of small complaints
proved by the experience of thousands to
certain state of the mind accompanied
At
a
Court
of
Probate
holden
at
Limerick,
j
s
incalculable,
and
it
is
therefore
of
the
ut[From the Knickerbocker.]
be, when properly persevered with, a certain
by indigestion, wherein the greatest evils are
within
and
for
the
County
of
York,
on
the
first
m
ost
importance
that
a
strict
attention
to
the
cure
in
every form of the Only One Disease,
VOICES OF THE NIGHT.
apprehended upon the slightest grounds, and
Monday in July, in the year of our Lord\ ]e({Si and most trifling bodily infirmities al] having the same origin, and invariably arise
the worst consequences imagined. Ancient
A THIRD PSALM OF LIFE.
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the ' should be had ; for diseases of the body in from the UNIVERSAL ROOT of all disease,
medical writers supposed this disease to be
BY H. W. LONGFELLOW.
Hon,
WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said variably affect the mind. MOFFAT’S VEG namely, IMPURITY or IMPERFECT circula
confined to those particular regions of the ab
When the hours of day are numbered,
Court
:
ETABLE LIFE MEDICINES, in every tion of the BLOOD.
domen, technically called hypochondria,
And the voices of the night
In a period of little more than three years in
N
the
petition
of
Eliza
Furguson,
widow
instance
where they have been thoroughly
which are situated on the right or left side of
Wake the better soul that slumbered,
United States, they have restored to a state of
of Timothy Furguson, late of South- used, have TRIUMPHED OVER D1S- the
health and enjoyment over ONE HUNDRED
To a holy, calm delight—
that cavity, whence comes the name hypo Berwick, in said county, merchant, deceased,
EASE in all its diversified forms, The THOUSAND persons, who were given over as
chondriasis.
Ere the evening lamps are lighted,
SYMPTOMS.—The common corporeal praying for an allowance out of the personal. salutary effects of the Life Medicines have, incurable by physicians of the first rank and
estate of said deceased :
in fact, been so universally experienced, that standing, and in many cases when every other
And, like phantoms grim and tall,
symptoms are, flatulency in the stomach or
ORDERED—That the petitioner give
Shadows from the fitful-firelight,
bowels, acrid eructations, costiveness, spas notice to all persons interested in said estate, in the short space of three years, they have remedy had been resorted to in vain.
Dance upon the parlor wall—
In all cases of Pain or Weakness, whether it
become fully established as the most easy,
modic pains, giddiness, dimness of sight, pal
by causing a copy of this order to be safe and perfect mode of treatment ever of be chronic or recent, whether it be deafness or
pitations,
and
often
an
utter
inability
of
fixing
Then the forms of the departed
pain in the side, whether it arise from constitu
published three weeks successively, in the fered to the public.
the attention upon any subject of importance
Enter at the open door ;
tional or from some immediate cause, whether
Kennebunk Gazette, printed in Kennebunk,
It
is
unnecessary,
here,
for
Mr.
Moffat
to
or engaging in anything that demands vigor
The beloved ones, the true-hearted,
in said county, that they may appear at recapitulate all the reasons which have in it be from internal or external injury, it will be
or courage. Also languidness—the mind be
Come to visit me once more.
cured by persevering in the use of these Pills.
a Probate Court to be held at Kennebunk, duced him to arrive at this
conclusion.
This great principle of “ PURGING” in
comes irritable, thoughtful, desponding, mel
in
said
county,
on
the
first
Monday
of
It
is
sufficient
for
him
to
say,
that
the
disin

He, the young and strong, who cherished
sickness is beginning to be appreciated. It is
ancholy, and dejected, accompanied with a
August
next,
at
ten
of
the
clock
in
the
terested
testimony
of
his
fellow
citizens
who
Noble longings for the strife ;
found much more convenient to take an occa
total derangement of the nervous system.
forenoon, and shew cause, if any they have been induced to use the Life Medi sional dose of half a dozen Pills, and be always
By the road-side fell and perished,
The mental feelings and peculiar train of
have, why the same should not be allowed. cines, will freely be offered to any one well, than to send for a Doctor and be bled,
Weary with the march of life
ideas that haunt the imagination and over
Attest, Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
who may feel disposed to call at his Office, blistered, and salivated—with the certainty that
whelm the judgment, exhibit an infinite di
They, the holy ones and weakly,
A true copy—Attest,
367 Broadway. He has there on file sever if you are not killed, you will be sure to have
versity. The wisest and best of men are as
Who the cross of suffering bore,
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
al thousand letters, voluntarily proffered by months of miserable weakness, and the only one
open to this affliction as the weakest.
Folded their pale hands so meekly-—
Look at the
July 12.
his patients, the receipt and perusal of which who is benefitted is your Doctor.
TREATMENT.—The principal objects of
Spake with us on earth no more !
difference between the appearance of those two
has
given
him
more
pleasure
than
all
the
treatment are to remove indigestion and Al a Court of Probate held at Saco, within
persons—one has been treated by your regular
And with them the Being bounteous
and for the County of York, on the first wealth of the East could confer.
practitioner—see how pale and debilitated he
strengthen the body, and to enliven the spir
The
reader
may
not
perhaps
be
aware
Who unto my youth was given,
is, see how the shadow of death throws his
Monday of June, in the year of our Lord
its, which may be promoted by exercise, ear
that
the
origin
of
Moffat
’
s
Life
Medicines
More than all things else to love me,
solitary glance from his emaciated countenance,
eighteen hundred and thirty-nine, by the
ly hours, regular meals, and pleasant con
was
the
result
of
a
protracted
and
painful
ill

And is now a saint in heaven.
see how he trembles in every limb ; his eyes
Hon. WM. A. HAYES, Judge of said
versation. The bowels (if costive) being care
ness of their originator, Mr. John Moffat.— sunk ; his teeth destroyed—his constitution,
CoUTt *
fully regulated by the occasional use of a
With a slow and noiseless footstep
perhaps, irrevocably gone—yet, just hear how
ATHAN D. APPLETON, named Exec When taken ill, Mr. M. was a prosperous the
mild aperient.
We know nothing better
Comes that messenger divine,
Doctor arrogates to himself credit. He
utor in a certain instrument, purport and flourishing merchant in the lower part says, “ most inveterate case of Liver com
calculated to obtain this end than Dr. Wm.
Takes the vacant chair beside me,
of
the
city
;
and
having
consulted
and
em

ing to be the last will and testament of Amos
Evans’ Aperient Pills—being mild and cer
Lays her gentle hand in mine ;
ployed a number of our most skilful phy plaint”’—“ nothing butthe most energetic reme
tain in their operation. The bowels being Grandin, late of North-Berwick, in said sicians ; he, after months of suffering, was dies saved him.”
Energetic measures! i. e.
And she sits and gazes at me,
once cleansed, his inestimable Camomile county, yeoman, deceased, having presented prevailed upon to purchase the recipe of the Mercury and Bleeding, ruined his constitution,
With those deep and tender ey es,
better say.—So to save life you must half poison
Pills, (which are tonic, anodyne and anti the same for probate :
Like the stars, so still and saint-like
ORDERED—That the said Executor invaluable preparation which he now offers with that comforter of the teeth and gums—
spasmodic,) are an infallible remedy and
to
the
public.
Looking downwards from the skies.
MERCURY—and positively make a man mis
without dispute have proved a great blessing give notice to all persons interested, by caus
The effect of the Life Medicines in his erable the sad remainder of his existence; this is
ing a copy of this order to be published three
to the numerous public.
Uttered not, yet comprehended,
own
case
was
unparalleled
in
the
history
called curing. Shocking folly !
The CAMOMILE PREPARATION of weeks successively in the Kennebunk Ga of Medical experience ; and he immediately
Is the spirit’s voiceless prayer,
Let us now look at your “ purged” man—the
Dr. Wm. Evans is undeniably entitled to this zette, printed at Kennebunk, that they determined to offer to the world a Medicine man who has taken Brandreth’s Pills for Liver
Soft rebukes, in blessings ended,
enviable distinction, for whilst no medical au may appear at a Probate Court to be to which he not only owed his life but his Complaint—he has the firm, elastic tread of
Breathing from her lips of air.
thority in existence condemns it, every medi held at Kennebunk in said county, on the happiness. The uniform success which has conscious strength, his countenance is clear
Oh, though oft depressed and lonely,
cal practitioner that is acquainted with it first Monday of August next, at ten of since attended their administration in every and serene, his eye is full and sparkling with
All my fears are laid aside,
freely acknowledges its pre-eminent virtues, the clock in the forenoon, and shew cause, if instance where a fair trial has been given the feeling of new life and animation ; he has
If I but remember only
and that the latter should do so in opposition any they have, why the said instrument them, has been attested by thousands and been confined a few days to his bed, but he us
Such as these have lived and died !
ed nothing but the true Brandreth Pills, and
to their personal interests, must be attributed should not be proved, approved, and allowed incontestibly proves their intrinsic merit.
soon rose without any injury being sustained
either to their candor and love of truth, or to as the last will and testament of the said de
The LIFE MEDICINES can be taken by his constitution. Instead of being months in
their unwillingness to fly in the face of all ob ceased.
state of Maine.
with
safety
by
persons
of
any
age
;
and
the
a weak state he will be stronger, after he has
Attest,—Wm. Cutter Allen, Register,
Resolve proposing an amendment of the Con servation, and the testimony of thousands.
feeble, the infirm, the nervous and the deli entirely recovered the attack : because his
A true copy—Attest,
Dr. WM. EVANS does not pretend that
stitution of the State.
cate are strengthened by their operation, be blood and fluids have become purified, and hav
Wm. Cutter Allen, Register.
”O ESOLVED, Two thirds of both Houses his Camomile Tonic Pills will cure all dis
cause by their prompt and proper action up ing purged away the old and impure fluids, the
June
29.
JlL of the Legislature concurring, that the eases. He frankly and conscientiously ad
on the secretions of the system, and their solids are thereby renovated, and he is not borne
Constitution of the State be amended by strik mits that they will not. He lays no claim to
assimilation with and purification of the down by useless particles, but has renewed his
life and body both.
JList of letters
ing out the fourth section of the sixth article the discovery of the “Philosopher’s Stone,”
blood, they clear the system of all bad hu
The principle of purging with Brandreth s
thereof, and substituting in the room thereof, and wishes nobody to believe that he sells Remaining in the Post- Office at Kennebunk, mors, quiet all nervous irritability, and inva
Tills, removes nothing but the useless and de
Maine, June 30, 1839.
the words following, viz: “Section4. Allju the “ Elixir of Life,” but he does say, and he
riably produce sound health.
cayed particles from the body,—the morbid and
A. B. C. D. E. F. G.
dicial officers, now in office, or who may be does believe, and he can prove, that in debil
For full particulars relative to the various
humors of the blood ; those humors
BEL M. BRYANT, Mrs. Eliza S. Ba diseases and inodes of treatment with the corrupt
hereafter appointed, shall from and after the ity and impaired constitutions ; in Nervous
which cause disease—they impede the func
ker,—Mrs. Hannah Chick, Miss Roena Life Medicines, the reader is referred to the tions of the liver when they settle upon that
first day of March, in the year eighteen hun diseases of all kinds ; in weakness of the di
Cluff,—Asa M. Durell, Mrs. Hannah Good
P.
dred and forty, hold their offices for the term gestive organs, in incipient consumptions,
Samaritan, published gratuitously by organ, and which, when they settle upon the
of seven years from the time of their respec whether of the lungs or the liver; in the Durell,—Asa Fairfield, 2, Alonzo F. Fuller, W. B. MOFFAT, 367 Broadway, in which muscles, produce rheumatism ; or, upon the
tive appointments (unless sooner removed by dreadful debility occasioned by the use of Robert Fletcher,—James Garland, Ivory B. are also published a selection from numer nerves, produce gout ; or, upon the longs, pro
impeachment or by address of both branches purgatives ; in palsy, rheumatism, (more es Goodwin, Miss Mary Goodman.
ous flattering and congratulatory letters re duce consumption ; or. upon the intestines, cos
tiveness ; or, upon the lining of the blood ves
H. I. J. K. L. M.
of the Legislature to the Executive) and no pecially) in the sicknesses incident to moth
ceived the past few months.
sels, apoplexy and paralysis, and all the train
Samuel Hart, 2, James Harford, Joshua
ers, and to females of relaxed nerves ; in ev
longer, unless re-appointed thereto.”
LIFE of disorders so melancholy to the sufferer and
MOFFAT’S
VEGETABLE
Resolved, That the Selectmen of the several ery case of delirium tremens, or that disease Harris, Mrs. Passes Harding,—Samuel B.
Miss Maria PILLS and PHENIX BITTERS, are sold all who behold them.
towns, Assessors of the several plantations which is brought on by intemperance ; in Jelerson,—Charles Kimball,
Yes, purging these humors from the body is
and Aidermen of the cities, are hereby em the wretched horrors of mind and body which Kimball, Miss Abigail E. Kimball,—Capt. wholesale and retail by WM. B. MOFFAT, the true cure for all these complaints, and eve
powered and directed to notify the inhabit accrue from occasional inebriety ; loss of ap Thomas Lord, Benjamin Littlefield, James 367 Broadway, New-York, to whom all let ry other form of disease ; this is no mere asser
ants of said towns, plantations and cities, in petite, langour, melancholy, pains in the Littlefield, Samuel Littlefield, Jesse Larra ters must be directed post-paid.
tion, it is a demonstrable truth, and each day it
the manner prescribed by law, at their next head, limbs or side, in corrupt, sallow, and bee, Alfred N. Leach, Miss Susan C. Lord,
HE UNIVERSAL ESTIMATION in is extending itself; far and wide it is becoming
Matthews,
annual meeting in September, to give in their uncomely complexions, caused by the bad Miss Olive Littlefield,—John
known,
and more and more appreciated.
which the celebrated LIFE PILLS
votes upon the following question, viz:— state of the fluids—in all these cases, and in James Mitchell, Hiram Murch, Mousam
and PHENIX BITTERS are held, is satisThe cure by purging may more depend up
“ Shall the Constitution of the State be so a- others mentioned in the bills of directions Manufacturing Co., Mrs. Hepzibah P. factorily demonstrated by the increasing de on the laws which produce sweetness or purity
mended as to strike out the fourth section of given with his medicines, HE DOES SAY, Mitchell.
mand for them in every State and section than may be generally imagined. Whatever
tends to stagnate will produce sickness, because
N. O. P. Q. R. S.
the 6th article, and substitute in the room that the CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, in
of the Union, and by the voluntary tes it tendsto putrefaction ; therefore the necessity
Capt. Clement Noble, Miss Mary Nason,— timonials to their remarkable efficacy which
thereof the words following ? viz ; “ Sec. 4. terchanged occasionally with his APERIENT
of constant exercise is seen.
All judicial officers, now in office, or who may FAMILY PILLS, (the best known) which Bradford Oakes, Miss Harriet Oakes,— are every where offered. It is not less from
When constant exercise cannot be used
be hereafter appointed, shall from and after are sold with them, will effect immediate re- John Parsons,—Naum Perkins,—James K. a deeply gratifying confidence that they are FROM ANY CAUSE, the occasional use of
the first day of March, in the year eighteen lief; and if used but for a fair period of trial Remich, William Ross, Mrs. Ruth Robinson, the means of extensive and inestimable good Opening Medicine is ABSOLUTELY required.
hundred and forty, hold their offices for the a perfect cure. This much is placed beyond 2,—Mrs. Ruth Lunt,—Joseph Spalden, Isra among his afflicted fellow creatures, than Thus the conduits of the Blood, the fountain
term of seven years from the time of their re a doubt by daily testimonies which would el Stone, Miss Betsey Smith, Mrs. Priscilla from interested considerations, that the pro of life, are kept free from those impurities
spective appointments, (unless sooner remov be given on oath ; and for this much Dr. W. Sutton.
prietor of these pre-eminently successful which would prevent its steady current minis
T. U. V. W.X. Y. Z.
ed by impeachment, or by address of both EVANS can conscientiously request confimedicines is desirous of keeping them con tering health. Thus, morbid humors are pre
James Taylor, Gorham P. Taylor,—Col. stantly before the public eye. The sale of vented from becoming mixed with it. It is na
branches of the Legislature to the Executive,) deuce.
Alexander
Warren, every additional box and bottle is a guaran ture which is thus assisted through the means
Other and more conclusive demonstrations Joshua Wakefield,
and no longer, unless reappointed thereto.”
Resolved, That the inhabitants of said towns, of the efficacy of Dr. Evans’ Camomile Charles W. Williams, Henry H. White, tee that some person will be relieved from a and outlets which she has provided for herself.
Dr. Brandreth’s Offices in New York
plantations and cities, shall vote by ballot up Preparations and Aperient Medicines, are William Wormwood, 2, George Wise, Oba greater or less degree of suffering, and be
241 BROADWAY, 185 Hudson st. and 276
on said questions ; those in favor of said a- submitted by the following important and ex diah L. Webber, Franklin Webber, Miss improved in general health ; for in no case are
Bowery, between Prince and Houston Sts.
62 Letters.
mendment, expressing it by the word Tes, up traordinary cures effected by their highly Victoria M. Wentworth.
of suffering from disease can they be taken
Philadelphia, 8 North Eight Street.
JAMES OSBORN, P. M.
on their ballots, and those opposed to the a- medicinal qualities—all of which may be
in vain. The proprietor has never known
Baltimore, 80 South Charles Street.
mendment, expressing it by the word Ab, up seen at Dr. Wm. Evans’ Medical office, No.
Boston, 19 Hanover Street.
nor been informed of an instance in which
Eiist of Letters
on their ballots.
100, Chatham st. One or two of these he
Albany,
Corner of Green and Hudson Sts.
they have failed to do good.
In the most
Pittsburg, Pa. 154 Wood street.
Resolved, That the Selectmen, Assessors and herewith respectfully gives to a discrimina Remaining in the Post- Office al Kennebunk obstinate cases of chronic disease, such as
Cincinnati, 119 Main street.
Aidermen shall preside at said meetings, re ting public.
port, July 1, 1839.
chronic dyspepsia, torpid liver, rheumatism,
Louisville, Ky. 99 Fourth street.
Dr. W. EVANS—Sir : Be pleased to receive the
ceive, count and declare the votes in open
A. C, E. F. G. L.
asthma, nervous and bilious head-ache, cos
St. Louis, Mis. 56 1-2 Market street.
meeting; and the Clerks of said towns, plan thanks ofone who has been a great sufferer for sev
OHN ADAMS,—John M. Cobern, John tiveness, piles, general debility, scrofulous
years, for the great benefit she has received from
New Orleans, 3 Old Levee.
tations and cities shall make a record of said eral
O.
Connell,
Horace
Clough,
—
Thomas
swellings
and
ulcers,
scurvy,
salt
rheum,
and
the virtues of your inestimable Camomile Pills. She
Charleston, 70 Meeting street.
proceedings and of the number of votes, in.' has suffered with pain and distress in the head, a tight Emery,—Nahum Fairfield,—Joseph A. Good all other chronic affections of the organs and
Montreal, 63 Notre Dame.
the presence of the Selectmen, Assessors and ness across the stomach, shortness nf breath, and palpi win,—Elisha Littlefield, Joseph S. Lath, Da membranes, they effect cures with a rapidity
fUF How to be secure from Counterfeit Pills
Aidermen, aforesaid, and transmit a true and tation of the heart ; exercise would almost overcome rias Lewis, David Lewis,—Joseph Kimball. and permanency which few persons would purporting to be Brandreth's Pills.
attested copy of said record, sealed up, to the her ; but since using your Camomile Tonic Pills, her
M. N. R. W.
Never purchase without being positively sure
theoretically believe, but to which thousands
complaints are removed—she is able to exercise with
Secretary of Slate, and cause the same to be out fatigue, and she is happy to say can now enjoy
Miss Hannah Murphy, Leonard Miller,— have testified from happy experiendfe. In that the person selling has an Engraved cer
delivered to said Secretary on or before the life comfortably again.
Moses Nason, Mrs. Parthenia Nason,—Miss colds and coughs, which, if neglected su tificate of Agency, and [O’observe it has been
Mrs. C. THORNTON, 84, Third St. N. Y.
first Wednesday of January next.
Mary A. Rounds,—William Woolner.
perinduce the most fatal diseases of the renewed ; no Certificate being any guarantee
Newark, July 18, 1836—Dear Sir—For 4 years I
Resolved, That the Secretary of State shall
18 Letters.
lungs, and indeed of the viscera in general, after 12 months from dale that Pills sold by the
beep so unwell that I was unable to attend to
holder are genuine.
cause this Resolve to be published in all the have
OLIVER
BOURNE,
P.
M.
these medicines, if taken but for three or
my business, and for the last 4 or 5 months was confin
Sub-Agents in York County will be supplied
newspapers printed in the State, for three ed to my room ; my complaints were rheumatism, pain
four days,-never fail. Taken at night, they by Mr. John O. Langley, my only Travelling
months at least before the second Monday of in my stomach, indigestion and loss of appetite, with
Tailoring Establishment
so promote the insensible perspiration, and Agent in ¡Maine—or by ordering from my
September next, and also cause copies there continual pain and dizziness in my head ; I used differ
so relieve the system of febrile action and Principal New England Office,
of, with a suitable form of a Return to be sent ent kinds of medicine without effect, until I commenced
feculent obstructions, as to produce a most
19 Hanover St., 19—BOSTON.
SIMON WHITTEN
taking your invaluable Camomile and Aperient Pills;
forthwith to the Selectmen of all the towns, their
delightful sense of convalescence in the
SOLD ONLY IN KENNEBUNK BY
beneficial effectsupon meastonish all who knew
and to the Assessors of all the plantations, mysituation. In a few days 1 shall be at your office "^AfOULD respectfully inform his former morning ; and though the usual symptoms JOHN OSBORN & Co. ;
customers and others, that he has
and to the Aidermen of all the cities in the to express my gratitude to you in person. In the * ’
ofa cold should partially return during the
In Kennebunk-port, by S. H. Gould ;
State. And said Secretary shall, as early as mean time I subscribe myself your obedient servant, returned to Kennebunk, and taken a shop day, the repetition of a Suitable dose at the
Saco and Biddeford, McIntire & Beck,
over the store of Mr. Porter Hall, where
B.S. JARVIS, 13 Centre st.
may be, in the next session of the Legislature,
next hourof bed-time will almost invariably and Seleucus Adams ;
Dr. Wm. Evans.
he intends carrying on the
lay all such returns before said Legislature
effect permanent relief, without further aid.
Lyman, William Huntress;
He therefore need only add that his
with an abstract thereof, showing the number
Their effect upon fevers of a more acute and
Alfred, B. F.Chadbourne;
CAMOMILE TONIC PILLS, together with
and state of the votes.
Sanford, EliotTibbets ; Caleb S. Emery;
his
excellent
FAMILY
APERIENT. in all its branches, and will endeavor, by violent kind is not less sure and speedy, if ta
In the House of Representatives, March 12,
Lebanon, Libbey & Wood ;
PILLS, can be obtained, wholesale or retail, punctuality and careful attention to the ken in proportionable quantity ; and persons
1839, Read and passed—
South Berwick, Parks & Wilson ;
at No. 100, Chatham st. New York, and of style and quality of his work, to merit a retiring to bed with inflammatory symptoms
H. HAMLIN, Speaker.
of the most alarming kind, will awake with
Berwick, J. S. T. Cushing ;
his authorised agen/s in town and country. share of public patronage.
North Berwick, Sheldon Hobbs ;
In Senate, March 13, 1839.
(J^r’The above invaluable medicines can
{[^The latest fashions for cutting gar the gratifying consciousness that the fierce
enemy has been overthrown, and can be ea
Wells, Joseph Wilson ;
Read and passed —
be obtained, at the following places, from the ments have been received.
sily subdued.
In the same way, visceral
JOB PRINCE, President.
Wells, Ogunquit, Barak Maxwell, John EL
AGENTS.
All garments made by him warranted turgescence, tho’ long established, and visce Spear ;
March 14, 1839. Approved.
Henry Cushman, Portland, Me. ;
to fit.
ral inflammations, however critical, will yield
JOHN FAIRFIELD.
York—Cape Neddick, George M. Free
Kennebunk, July 11, 1839.
S. L. Goodale, Saco ;
—the former to small and the latter to large man ;
doses of the Life Pills ; and so also hyster
York, Alexander Dennett;
D. Remich, Kennebunk ;
STATE OF MAINE.
PATENT SCYTHES,
ical affections, hypocondriacistn, restless
York Corner, Samuel Douglass ;
Secretary’s Office, ?
Thos. Chase, Jr. North Yarmouth ;
LSO Snaiths, Hay Forks, Rakes and ness, and very many other varieties of the
Buxton, C. M. Merrill, P. M. ;
Augusta, May 15, 1839.
$
S. Bailey, P. M. Freeport ;
Rifles, for sale bv
Neurotical class of diseases, yield to the effi
Buxton Corner, Nathan Elden;
J. Griffin, Brunswick ;
I hereby certify that the foregoing is a true
WM. LORD & Co.
cacy of the Phenix Bitters.
Full directions
Limerick, John Sanborn ;
copy of the original Resolve in this office,
S. Gardner, Bowdoinham ;
Kennebunk, July 2, 1839.
for the use of these medicines, and showing
Newfield—Dam’s Mills, Caleb R. Ayer,
and in pursuance thereof request all printers
Wm. Palmer, P. M. Gardiner ;
their distinctive applicability to different P. M.; West do. J. & S. C. Adams;
of newspapers in this State, to publish the
R. G. Lincoln, Hallowell ;
NOTICE.
complaints, accompany them ; and they can
Parsonsfield, Asa Dolton ; North do., Milo
same “ for three months at least before the
Alex’r. Hatch, Augusta ;
HE Co-partnership heretofore existing be obtained, wholesale and retail, at 367 J. Goss ; F. & E. H. Newbegin ;
second Monday of September next”—agree
Thos. Faye, P. M. Vassalboro’;
under the firm name of Cummings Broadway, where numerous certificates of
Cornish, John McLellan ;
ably to the provision therein contained.
J. A. Fuller, Thomaston ;
& Grant, lor the purpose of carrying on the
their unparalleled success are always open to
Limington, James McArthur;
R. B. Caldwell, East Thomaston ;
A. R. NICHOLS, Secretary of State.
Hatting business, is this day dissolved, in inspection.
Waterborough, James Leavett;
Joshua Dillingham, Camden;
consequence of the withdrawal of Luther
Hollis, Eben Sawyer ;
Ol/^AII post paid letters will receive im
Thos. Hodgman, Warren ;
Cummings, one of the co-partners, therefrom, mediate attention.
Buxton, T. Bolles;
NOTICE.
J. D. Currier; Waldoboro’;
and of my wish to terminate the partner
Shapleigh, M. Goodwin ;
Sold wholesale and retail by WM. B.
Wm. G. Rollin, New-Castle ;
HE Schooner GRAPE will
ship.
Acton, Wm. Evans.
MOFFAT,
367
Broadway,
New
York.
A
J.
C.
Kimball,
Bluehill
;
sail from Perkins’ wharf,
The unfinished business of the firm will
B, BRANDRETH, M. Dliberal deduction made to those who pur
in Kennebunk-port, and from theAmbrose H. Abbott, P. M. S. China ;
241 Broadway, N. Y.
be closed by the subscriber.
J.
Crockett,
Norway
;
chase
to
sell
again,
T. in Boston, as a regular Pack
MOSES C. GRANT.
May, 1839.
J.
K.
Miller,
Oldtown
;
et between Kennebunk-port and Boston,
Agent—Daniel Remich, Kennebunk.
North-Berwick, June 7, 1839.
Caleb Crafts, Minot ;
LL persons indebted to the subscriber,
and will sail every week from Kennebunk to
The Life Medicines may also be had of
Cross, Chandler & Co. New Gloucester ;
are requested to call and settle before
Boston, or from Boston to Kennebunk, wind
the principal druggists in every town
Freeman, Shaw & Co. N. China ;
SCTTHES, &C.
the first day of August, as he intends to leave
and weather permitting. For Freight or
throughout the United States and the Cana
H. N. Palmer, Belfast.
Passage apply to the store of D. & S. Ward,
CYTHES, Scythe Sneaths, Rakes, Hay das. Ask for Moffat’s Life Pills and Phe town at that time. Those having demands
Kennebunk-port, or at the T. in Boston.
nix Bitters ; and be sure that a fac simile of against him, are invited to present them.
Principal office, 100 Chatham st.,
Forks and Scythe Rifles, for sale by
J. H. MORSE.
D. & S. WARD.
John Moffat’s signature is upon the label for
S. H. GOULD.
New-York.
Kennebunk, June 24,1839.
Kennebunk-port, April 11,1839.
each bottle of bitters or box of pills.
April 20, 1839.
ly.
Kennebunk-port, July 20,1839.
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